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ABSTRACT
FACILITATING TEACHERS'

INSTRUCTION OF PRIMARY

STUDENTS WHO USE BLACK ENGLISH:
A STAFF DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
FEBRUARY 1991
ANGELA H. DIX SEALS, B.S., BOSTON UNIVERSITY
M.S., HOFSTRA UNIVERSITY
ED.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by: Dr. Byrd L. Jones

This case study examined the development,
implementation, and assessment of a staff development
project created to facilitate teachers'

instruction of

elementary students who speak Black English.

Staff

development procedures took place utilizing an action
research approach.

The presenter/researcher examined

strategies and methods for promoting school

improvement

within an elementary school serving African-American
students.

Successful staff development depended on

voluntary participation by teachers who found the
information and activities of use in their classrooms.
The project demonstrated a low-cost, school-based
approach to staff development.

The researcher collected

information about the needs of teachers and investigated
numerous studies about the effects of negative attitudes of
teachers toward Black English usage within classrooms and

vi

the potential solutions to this problem.

Three workshops

focused on the definition of Black English, effects of
negative attitudes toward Black English, the issue of
correction, reading and writing instruction,

linguistic

self-esteem, and whole language approaches.
Staff development workshops generated enthusiasm and
positive evaluations from school district administrators,
the building principal, auxiliary staff, and the
participants.
individual

Staff development procedures permitted (1)

teachers who were uncertain about how to address

the needs of Black English speakers to attend workshops, (2)
a school-based project to involve volunteers, (3) peer-group
interactions and sharing of

ideas and knowledge among

colleagues and administrators,
teachers and students,

(4)

increased morale among

(5) personal and professional growth

of teachers, and <6) development of teaching strategies and
methods that address the needs of students.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Many African-American families communicate
distinct and legitimate
Black English.
English
school

well

setting.

later experienced difficulties in the

First,

teachers reject Black English usage

and second.

as receptive control

underestimated.

Black children's productive as
of standard English

According to Labov (1972),

learn about social

factors which affect

in order to interpret the
students.

labeled

Many children who learned to speak Black

in their home

as incorrect;

language system--usua11y

in a

is

teachers should

linguistic behaviors

language development of their

Black students may correctly express their views

and experiences; but teachers make Black English wrong by
neither recognizing nor respecting their students' primary
1anguage.
Many teachers view African-American children as
incompetent users of

language,

to communicate complex
peers.

despite their obvious ability

ideas in their homes and with their

For decades literature has suggested that urban

Black children are deficient
that their failure
deficits.

in

language development and

in education stems from language

Because Black children's language differs from

standard English as taught
misinterpreted their

in schools,

teachers have

language development

(Cullinan,

1974;

2

FasoId & Shuy,
Smitherman,
teachers7

1970;

1977).

Labov,

1972;

Shuy & Fasold,

1973;

According to Smitherman (1980),

negative reaction to or rejection of Black English

as a legitimate

language system limits the repertoire of

communicative competence for reading and writing
instruction.
Acceptance of dialects other than the standard
indicates respect for the people who use them (Craft,
Slobin,

1985; Stubbs,

1983).

Children

learn when they are

respected, not when criticized and rejected.
time correcting usage that

in the process of

is a positive step for the child's own sense of

identity and feeling of well-being.
children may venture new learnings,
Academic English (Culllnan,
Although scholars have
Black English,
schools.

Teachers waste

is understandable Black English.

Accepting language variation as legitimate
education

1984;

Thus, African-American
including Standard

1974; Smitherman,

1980).

long expressed legitimacy of

that message has been slow to spread among

To reduce negative perceptions and attitudes

toward Black children's language and thereby improve
teachers'

reading and writing instruction of children who

use Black English, staff development projects can provide a
way by which

individual

as well

as group needs are addressed

in a non-threatening and supportive environment.
This study reports the development,

implementation and

evaluation of a low-cost staff development project designed

3

to heighten teacher awareness of the
English.

legitimacy of Black

The goal was to promote effective reading and

writing classroom instruction of primary

level

students who

use Black English

in a predominantly African-American

elementary school

setting.

The staff development project detailed in this study
followed an action research approach.
relevant

literature,

After reviewing

the researcher surveyed the needs of

the teachers in the Ulysses Byas School
York, who agreed to participate
survey

information,

in Roosevelt, New

in the project.

Based on

the researcher designed and documented

staff development workshops.

Workshop participants provided

continuous feedback through formative evaluations and
workshops were modified to address particular needs and
individual

concerns.

The educational

reality of

learning and teaching

situations through staff development helped to bridge the
gap between theory and practice.
for teachers to construct

It offered opportunities

innovative

ideas toward increasing

effective teaching strategies and methods.

Workshops

encouraged active participation among teachers and provided
opportunity for

intense group

viewpoints, critical

interaction, exchange of

and creative thinking and problem

solving.
This project was a component of the Roosevelt/
University of Massachusetts Staff Development Project

conceived in September 1982 as a collaborative program
designed to address the professional
administrators and concerns of

the Roosevelt Public Schools

with encouragement from Ulysses Byas,
Roosevelt from 1977 to 1987,

needs of teachers and

superintendent

in

and support from the Staff

Development concentration of the School

of Education in

Amherst.
The nature of

the

learning climate that characterizes

school may be affected by many factors; however,
are a major determinant of the
The norms, beliefs,

learning climate

expectations,

learning.

are highly associated

The teachers of a school

primary agents in effecting school
the

in schools.

and instructional

practices that characterize a school
with students'

teachers

are the

change and in developing

learning climate which defines the appropriate and

effective behavior for themselves and their students
(Bossert,

1985;

Brookover et al.,

1982).

Schools committed

to school

improvement will plan and promote a set of

expectations which encompass an alternative and better
future for Black youths.

Statement gt the Prgs;enAccording to Abraham and Troike (1972),

Imhoof

(1971),

Reissman (1976), Rakes and Canter (1975), one of the most
potent sources of conflict
and student

in the classroom between teacher

is related to language differences.

Teachers

5

readily accept the
as illogical
English,

language spoken by urban Black children

and an underdeveloped version of standard

Hudson (1980) and Pietras (1980) support the

notion that Black English has an effect on students'
learning.

Research

indicates that the conscious and

unconscious transmission of this attitude toward students
promotes linguistic

insecurity thereby effecting the reading

and writing achievement of students who use Black English.
Hilliard (1983) and Smitherman (1980) further emphasized
that the rejection of Black English as a legitimate
system has prompted teachers to mislabel

students,

language
lower

their expectations, and develop negative predictions about
the educability of Black children.
Additionally,

there continues to be a slow change of

attitudes and behaviors among teachers in
language approaches to Black English.
translate

light of whole

The problem is to

insight from sociolinguistics into classroom

approaches that can be understood and applied by teachers.

Statement of the Purpose
Language barriers that arise from language differences
stem from cultural
isolation.

and socioeconomic inequality and

Although,

informed teachers,

it

in-service programs will produce more
is unlikely that the negative

attitudes, stereotypes, and barriers can be completely

6

eliminated until

the underlying inequality and isolation are

eradicated.
Effective staff development programs are needed to help
teachers effectively expand the reading and writing skills
of students who use Black English.
programs are needed to assist

Additionally,

in eliminating the

misplacement of students to special
track classrooms.

in-service

education and lower

Programs should be designed to help

teachers explore the reasons for their discomfort with Black
English

in an effort to affect a reversal

of teachers'

negative attitudes and provide students with a chance to be
successful.

Additionally, staff development content must

address particular concerns and needs of participants.

Setting
Spngpvni ty
Roosevelt

is a one-square mile community

located in the

southwestern section of Nassau County, Long Island.
Roosevelt

is an unincorporated subsection of the Town of

Hempstead.

It does not have

its own

local

government,

health agencies, sanitation services, police services, or
community support groups.

In 1960,

the population

in

Roosevelt was approximately 80 percent White and 17 percent
Black; by 1980 these figures had more than reversed.
1 demonstrates the change
composition.

in total

Table

population and racial
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TABLE 1

Total

Village Population:

Census

1970

l.?80

2,241

10,135

12,516

8,000

4,730

1 ,259

108

235

334

Category

1?.6Q

B1 ack
White
Others

U.S.

(Bureau of the Census—Roosevelt District,

The Roosevelt community

1980)

is described in the fol1 owing

manner by the Bureau of the Census in 1980 .

Data was

collected emphasizing population characteristics,
employment,

income

and family composition:
Rooseve1t Community

Number of

14,109

inhabitants

Number of households

4,021

Number of fami 1ies

3,557

Median family

$22,564

income

89% Black

Race majority
Married

46%

Married couple families

61%

Other fami 1ies

30%

Single parent households

31%

Households of 6 or more

individuals

17%

Individuals 18 and above who completed
4 years of high school

36%

8

The rebuilding of the commercial
new shopping mall
revitalization.

structures including a

represents efforts aimed at community
Within the past twenty years,

we 11-maintained community swimming pools,
housing development,
and an additional

two

a senior citizen

a refurbished community youth center,

park facility were erected in order to

accommodate a small

portion of the needs of the community.

Businesses are described as light
produce a substantial

industry which do not

tax base for the community to be

relieved of the heavy tax burden that

it bears to

homeowners.
Although the Roosevelt community

is located in one of

the wealthiest counties in the United States,

it has one of

the highest tax rates in Nassau County and one of the
lowest market values of property wealth per pupil
county.

in the

Officials in the Town of Hempstead, Nassau County

and New York State have

indicated that no other community

in

Nassau County had the unique combination of the many
problems that Roosevelt presented.
community

Although

located in a suburban setting,

characteristics of an
the cities,

is a

it displays the

inner city community.

the community does not have the

financial, or educational

it

However, unlike
industrial,

resources necessary to subsidize

the community's needs.
Many factors in Roosevelt have created a situation of
deprivation of economic and human resources.

Increased

9

population
transient

instability coupled with the expansion of a
low socioeconomic population unable to establish

an effective and prosperous bonding relationship within the
community

intensified Roosevelt's problems.

estimated 70 storefront churches exist

Ironically, an

in contrast to the

serious drug-related problems which exist.

Racial

turnover

produced numerous conflict situations which drained vital
manpower from attacking the growing problems of the
impoverished.

Part of the town's affluent and established

leadership moved away

in order to escape the possibilities

of being subjected to living in a low property value
environment.

Many of those who remained found themselves

devoting their time maintaining established organizations
which suffered due to the dwindling resource of effective
leadership and money.
were,

Those who moved into the community

for the most part, unable or unwilling to fill

places of those who left.

They

the

lacked strong identification

with the community because of their newness.

Additionally,

they were not perceptive of the history and dynamics of the
community.
Roosevelt's socioeconomic structure ranges from poverty
to upper middle class.

One can observe distinct class

divisions along neighborhood streets.

Homes west of the

main thoroughfare are owned predominately by middle and
upper middle class Black families.

Most of these residents

are white collar professionals with schoolage children
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attending private schools.

East of the main thoroughfare,

one finds few professionals.

The majority of homes are

inhabited by welfare recipients, working class laborers and
blue collar workers.

Numerous homes, originally designed to

house single families,

are today

inhabited by two or three.

Table 2 demonstrates Roosevelt's rank among Nassau
County's 94 communities in regards to median family

income,

percentage of persons on welfare, aid to dependent children
and unemployment figures.

TABLE 2

Roosevelt Category

Rank

in Nassau County's 94 Communities from Lowest

Median family

income

% families with

4

income under $3,000

3

% persons on welfare

1

% population on ADC

1

% labor force unemployed

2

(Bureau of the Census—Roosevelt District —1980)

SchPQl District
The Roosevelt public schools represent the only
centralized public

institution

in the community,

thus

bearing the burden on maintaining community cohesiveness.
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No other enterprise handles as much money, attention, and
concern as do the schools.
Roosevelt's public schools provide a variety of
educational
elementary

opportunities for all

students.

At the

level. New York State mandates organized

activities in the areas of music,
activities,

as well

art,

drama,

and physical

as a strong emphasis in the academic

areas, particularly mathematics and reading.
The school

system includes four elementary schools

which service approximately 2,000 students from kindergarten
through six, and one junior-senior high school

that services

1,450 students from Grades 7 to 12.

giysssg pyjis Elementary School
The school
of the

in which this study was implemented is part

independent Roosevelt School

the school

physical

Presently,

serves students in grades kindergarten through

6th and special
teachers,

District.

education, and employs 22 classroom

a math coordinator,

a reading coordinator, a

education teacher, an art teacher, a librarian, a

music teacher,
psychologist,

a part-time speech therapist and
three teacher assistants, and two aides.

The

principal was supportive of educational plans for the school
that might enhance both teacher and student growth.
In 1988-1989,

of the 22 classroom teachers, 9 were

Black and 13 were White.

With an enrollment of

approximately 495 students, 98 percent were Black with the
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remaining 2 percent mainly Hispanic.

A significant number

of children came from transient poverty-1 eve 1

family

backgrounds who had difficulty developing stable
relationships within the public school setting.

A second

group included children from middle and upper middle-class
family backgrounds whose stable relationships with the
school enabled them to reap educational rewards.
New teachers had been placed in grade levels one, two,
four, and five.

Grade level changes occurred for the

majority of teachers who taught within the school
numerous years.

for

As a result teachers had to learn new class

routines, teaching methods as well as adjust to new
curriculum goals and objectives established by the school
district.

Additionally, staff development workshops, grade

level meetings, and monthly districtwide testing for
students evolved, resulting in an increased amount of
teaching responsibilities and duties.
These numerous changes made it necessary for the
researcher to consider conducting workshops during a time
period that would not interfere with heavy teaching
responsibilities and duties.

It was anticipated that by

accommodating some of the needs of teachers during the
development of workshop timelines, teachers would maintain
positive attitudes toward workshops.

13

Research Questions
A focal

point

the planning and
workshops
of

in

of

this study contained an assessment of

implementation of

the area of

staff

facilitating teachers/

children who use Black English.

literature,
observable

development
instruction

Based on a review of

certain propositions established a basis for
indicators of positive staff

Specifically,

successful

low-cost staff

on voluntary participation by
information and methods
classrooms.

Hence,

development efforts.
development depends

teachers who believe that

learned are usable

the key questions set

in

the

their specific

forth were, will

participants:
1.

Agree

to attend the workshops on a voluntary basis?

2.

Attend staff

development workshops?

3.

Believe

the

that

information and activities conducted

during workshop sessions will

be of use

to them

in

the classroom?
4.

Feel

better prepared to teach reading and writing to

students who use Black English?
5.

Implement new and/or modified reading and writing
instructional

approaches?

6.

Develop a greater

7.

Increase their expectations of
potential

8.

of

tolerance

toward Black English?
the

learning

students who use Black English?

Consciously not

correct

students using Black English?

14

9. Consciously encourage creative writing among
students?
10.

Implement whole
instructional

11.

New

language approaches

in their

techniques?

instructional

techniques affect

classroom

interactions between them and their students?
These research questions directed attention
collecting data and feedback
the staff

from participants

development project.

staff

development efforts will

other

forces

achievement
however,

Small

scale,

interim goals demonstrate
achieve

in

cooperative
the

student

and self-esteem are significantly

has promise of helping staff

involved

seldom overwhelm all

impinging on schools so that

these

toward

that

improved,
the project

larger goals for

students.

Significance
Although Black English has received much research
attention,

educational

unanswered for

issues and questions have remained

teachers.

teachers'

instruction of

currently

limited.

The significance of
potential

Developing methods of

facilitating

Black English speaking students

the study

is

inherent

in

is

its

usefulness toward empowering teachers by

responding to specific concerns and barriers to
among students through

learning

teacher and school-based efforts for

15

staff

development

development

and school

improvement.

The staff

aspect promises that effective change can occur

through collaborative efforts of
the project

teachers who subscribe

as a result of being actively

planning and

implementation phases.

occur will

be essential

conditions

in which effective staff

involved

to

in the

Positive changes that

in bringing about

favorable

development can

flourish

in a structure allowing for continuous modification.

Limitations
The
will

limitations posed

be determined by

willingness to
the educational
English,

the

approach
biases

in

1.

teacher needs,

teacher

and resolve problems dealing with

instruction of

students who often use Black

frame needed to reconstruct and develop

a willingness to adopt and change

to another,

from one

limited resources and the researcher's

the construction of

Additional

this action research study

individual

implement

time

new approaches,

in

the workshops.

limiting factors are as follows:

Any decision regarding the number and schedule of
sessions depends on providing release time for staff.
Additionally,

large group activities depend on

cooperation among teachers along with positive
encouragement

from the principal.

16

2.

The selection of workshop activities and flexibility
including fund for paid workshop consultants will
contingent on

3.

the available resources.

Follow-up studies will
period of
project

be

time

be conducted over a sufficient

to determine

affects student

the extent

achievement

to which

levels

the

in reading

and writing.
As a first grade
Byas School,

teacher and researcher at

it was easier

the Ulysses

to acquire a greater sense of

teacher attitudes toward Black English and students'
perceptions toward their home

language.

Because of

the

positive relationships the researcher had with teachers and
students prior and during the construction of
development project,
information

it was not

from them.

However,

research on Black English,
prejudgments about

to obtain candid

prior to conducting

the researcher held negative

Black English and Black English speakers;

prejudgments that were similar
who taught at

difficult

the staff

to those of

the Ulysses Byas School.

had a responsibility

fellow teachers

Thus,

the researcher

to reflect on prejudices that would

influence her viewpoints and intentions.
Programs and curriculum developed and encouraged by an
evaluator usually demonstrates to some extent observable
positive

impact,

although other

experience difficulties
curriculum or

teachers and schools

in reproducing the program/

its effects.

This typical

outcome suggests
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that

implementation processes are more

content of

a proposed

The content
reported,
imitate

innovation

not as confirmation

the researcher,

but

the
1978).

feedback are

that others could or should

to suggest how teachers

develop and

implement

programs by utilizing the resources,
are accessible

than

(McLoughlin & Marsh,

of workshops and evaluative

elsewhere might

that

important

school
skills,

projects and
and knowledge

in any school.

Outline of Chapter?
Chapter

1

describes the need for a staff

study on facilitating teachers'

instruction of primary

students who use Black English.
problem and the purpose of
the study

took place;

explanation of

The chapter describes the

the study;

the setting

the significance of

the methodology;

and outlines each of

the

development

the study;

limitations of

five chapters

in which
the

the project

included in

the

study.
Chapter
English and
teacher
attitude

11

reviews selected

implications surrounding

instruction of

toward Black English,

definition of

attitudes towards Black English,

also

development
included

its relationship to

reading and writing.

from sociolinguistic perspective,

staff

literature related to Black

as a vehicle

in Chapter

11.

effects of

Teacher
Black English
negative

register switching,

for school

improvement

and
is
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Chapter

111

participants'

describes the surveys used to evaluate

attitudes toward children who use Black

English and their willingness to be part of
improvement
111

in

the

also reports on

implementation of

Chapter

this project.

the planning aspect

needs assessment procedures,

school

of

the study,

the project.

1.

What

2.

Negative attitudes and

the

and the workshop design.

IV details the workshops conducted

connection with

Chapter

Topics

in

include:

is Black English?
its effect on the

learning

processes.
3.

Maintaining the

linguistic self-esteem of

Black

chi1dren.
4.

Utilizing whole
writing

language approaches

in reading and

instruction.

Chapter V describes the procedures employed
study as they

includes data from continuous assessment

as to acquire

feedback for purposes of planning

future workshop sessions.
Chapter

1

are answered.

reported on

Research questions

included

in

The researcher documented and

the missions,

procedures,

activities and

evaluations of each workshop session.
workshops as evaluated by
Conclusions,

the

followed an action research approach.

Extensive reporting
as well

in

implications,

Results of

the participants are
and suggestions for

modification and research are

included.

the

included.
future

CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OF SELECTED LITERATURE

In many

classrooms diversity

the rule not

the exception,

reflected

language

in

in student backgrounds

and this diversity

differences.

Many

is clearly

students--

especially African-American students--continue
of

institutional

rejection of

called Black English.
school

with natural

expand academic

language,

to be victims
commonly

African-American children come

language skills that

language development.

and teacher dismissal
natural

their

of

can be built

However,

to
on

to

criticism

the African-American child's

language skills destroy opportunities to expand the

academic

language development

of

Black

English speakers.

African-American children need more opportunities
the classroom to expand creatively
competence
they will

be capable of

1974,

in

their communicative

in reading and writing and oral

regardless of what
In

is

effectively using

language so that
language

the situation calls for.

the National

Council

of Teachers of

English

in

the United States adopted a resolution affirming
students' rights to their own patterns and varieties of
1anguage--the dialects of their nurturance or whatever
dialects in which they find their own identity and
style.
The claim that anyone's dialect is unacceptable
amounts to an attempt of one social group to exert its
dominance over another.
A nation proud of its diverse
heritage and its cultural and racial variety will
preserve its heritage of dialects.
We affirm strongly
that teachers must have the experience and training
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that will enable them to respect diversity and uphold
the rights of students to their own language.
(Romaine, 1984, p. 252)
The

following review of

studies related to Cl)

the selected

definition of

sociolinguistic perspective,

(2)

teachers toward Black English,
instruction,

(4)

literature covers

Black English from a

attitudes of primary

<3)

Black English and reading

Black English and writing

instruction,

register switching of

children who use Black English,

(6)

and school

staff

development

(5)

and

improvement.

Black English
Sociolinguistics,
flourished for
languages are

a young discipline which has

two decades,
inherently

eliminated the belief

"better"

than others.

Sociolinguists recognized that some
regarded as better

than others,

that some

languages were widely

but each

language displays

characteristics common to all

human

low prestige

impressively complex

structural

languages reveal

patterns CFasold,

According to Gumperz
Lange

(1987),

To study

which uses
social

it

C1982),

Lock and Fisher

language has been used to
groups.

1984;

language,

Gumperz,
Hudson

C1984),

and that even

1982).

C1980),

and Menyuk

Lange and
(1971),

identify and distinguish social

language without reference to the group

is to exclude

the possibility of

finding

explanations for existing language systems.
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The

language of urban Blacks—variously called

nonstandard English,
English-- differs
standard.

Black English Vernacular,

in some fundamental

ways from the school

What may appear to the middle-class speaker or

listener as "bad"

English

linguistic system with a
coherent structure of
all

or Black

its own

is actually a rule-governed
long history and a complex and

vocabulary,

(Reissman,

and historical

language as

it

and Labov

in

the encounter between African and

is traceable specifically

interaction between Blacks and Whites

Europeans from various

the

to the

in the South

to survivals from African

to the need for a common

Folb (1980),

Black

According to the Creolist view,

is today

American history,

(1972),

is developing as a result of social

factors

European cultures.

and pronunciation

1976).

According to Dillard (1972)
English developed and

grammar,

in early

languages,

and

language among Africans and

language backgrounds (Dillard,

Smitherman

(1980,

1983),

1972).

emphasized that

Black English has survived because America's multiple
systems of

segregation and discrimination has excluded

Blacks from the mainstream of
America.
its

The

"Blackness"

linguistic-cultural

of

linguistic and social
Black English

heritage

in

life

in

is derived from

the West African

languages spoken by the slave ancestors of present-day Black
Americans.

It

is not

pure American English,

a pure African
but mixes both

language,

nor

is

it

linguistic systems.
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Some of

the syntactical

speech rhythms,
and social

and phonological

its semantic system,

rules for speaking the

by West African

language systems.

Historical

reconstruction of

following analysis.

features,

the values,

language—are

its

attitudes
influenced

this process yields the

West Africans coming to America's

shores

in bondage possessed neither a common culture or a

common

tongue.

Wolof,

Hausa,

Different West African
Twi,

Kongo,

languages such as

and Gola shared both structural

features and many words that were recognizably the same.
White slave owners systematically separated tribe members
order

to prevent communication.

communicate with slave owners;
of survival.

Hence,

At
but

first slaves could not
this soon became a matter

slaves developed a pidgin—a mixed

language combining the vocabulary and grammar of
languages and providing a simplified, mutually
form of

in

communication.

dissimilar

intelligible

This simplified language mostly

substituted English words for native words but kept much of
the West African structure.
In

the succeeding generations of slaves born on

plantations

in America,

this African-English

mixture gradually adopted more and more of

language

the features of

English and thus created a new and amalgamated
Creole

language,

between
dominant

language,

a

resulting from close and prolonged contact

two groups speaking dissimilar vocabulary from the
language with the grammatical

system of

the native
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language,

and becomes the

subject group.
of

such

first

and only

language of

Black American vernaculars are descendants

language.

In

this perspective,

linguistically deficient,

Black America

language and social

language and culture are

tightly

1980;

Smitherman,

have been

interwoven

structure and
(Dillard,

1972;

1983).

De-Creolization and
assimilation,

is not

but possesses a rich and varied

language portfolio where

Folb,

the

its counterpart,
found to be

cultural

the greatest

among

Blacks whose contact with Whites and education has been
greatest.

Thus,

survivals are

the most pronounced African

found among undereducated, working-class,

economically deprived groups (Labov,
Black English
morphology,

phonology,

will

language of
be clear

they make

and

1972).

is governed by rules for generating

of standard English
the

language

and semantics which differ from those

(Labov,

1972).

If

one pays attention to

Black children who speak Black English,

that phonological

and grammatical

it

deviations

from standard English are systematic and complex

(Farr & Janda,
Following

1985;

Imhoof,

1971).

is a selection of words and phrases used by

Black English speaking students who attend the Ulysses Byas
Elementary School:
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Standard-Engljgh
That

is not

Black English

a cud.

Dat ain' no cud.
negation)John .

(concept

John runs.

John run (system of verbs—
the ts3 is deleted)

Klesha 3le.£P.S.

Kiesha sleeD.

My sister Is sick.

My sister bs sick.
(be
indicates long-term duration)

Where were you?

Where you be at?
(indicates
where have you been?)

Ask Mike jj. he knows how
to play basketball.

Ask Mike de he know how to
play basketball.
(jJL is
substituted with do)

That

Eat ain/ no cup.
(Beginning
th is pronounced as Cd3)

is not

a cup.

stopped/bumped

Stopted/bumpted (two
inflectional endings)

with/both/birth/mouth

wif/bof/birf/mouf (final
pronounced as C f 3)

mother/other/brother

mover/over/brover (medial
is pronounced as Cv3)

Most people realize

inferiority or an

is that

the differences are

These differences do not constitute
inadequacy

in

language development.

Black children are as competent

in their own

more advantaged children are

their native tongue

1983;

Fisher,

1977;

Black English

Hi

that urban Blacks sound different.

but what has gone unnoticed
governed by rules.

til is

Labov,

in

1972;

Smitherman,

Urban

language as
(Baugh,

1977).

is not geographically constrained.

children have been found

in Oakland,

Philadelphia using many of

the same

California,
forms

and

Black
in

in much the same
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way.

Other

spoken

linguists have found related language varieties

in Los Angeles, Detroit, Chicago, New York City,

Washington,
are social.

D.C..

The overwhelming linguistic similarities

First,

the speakers are usually

Blacks living in urban ghettos.
isolated,

lower-class

They tend to be racially

living among other Blacks and residential1y

isolated.
they

and

They also tend to be socially

isolated in that

interact much more closely with one another than they

do with people outside their environment (De Stefano,
1970,1973;

Labov,

1972).

Teacher Attitudes Toward Black English
Attitude toward languages vary along a continuum of
least worthy or valued to what
valued.

is considered most worthy or

They are culturally constrained and strongly

encased in ethnocentric views of other cultures (Fasold,
1984).
An

important area of sociolinguistic

attitudinal

inquiry

is

Judgments about Black English that persist

within educational

settings.

For example,

De Stefano (1978)

contended that teachers expect variations among languages
and are not surprised that Spanish sounds different from
English.

Teachers usually accept that some students speak

languages other than English.

In San Francisco,

teachers

expect to have Chinese-speaking or Spanish-speaking children
in their classrooms.

In the Southwest,

teachers expect
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Spanish or various American Indian languages such as Navaho
or Hopi

to be spoken by some students.

A type of variation that seems to be generally
unaccepted is variation within a language such as Black
English.

Nonacceptance

is partly due to the pervasive view

of standard English as more
expressive.
the

logical, better and more

Thus, most teachers have attempted to eradicate

language variations of African-American students who

come in the classrooms.

Children who use Black English have

been forced to abide by this tradition which suggests that
mainstream standard English dialects are superior.
(1974),

Cullinan

Heath (1983), Shuy and Fasold (1973), and Trudgi11

(1983) emphasized that many children continue to be
discriminated against both consciously and unconsciously for
using dialects other than the "standard."
Teachers mirror attitudes toward language variation by
the dominant culture.

In some cases,

teachers are more

normative than the general

public:

societal

language behavior more

views of "normal"

That

is,

strenuously than do non-teachers (Whitehead,

they hold to

1975).

Such an

attitude has important consequences for students who speak
B1ack English.
Williams (1973) and Whitehead (1975) conducted
investigations on

language attitudes of teachers toward

children who use Black English.

They discovered that
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teachers tended to judge children's
dimensions:

language along two

confidence--eagerness and ethnicity—

non-standard.

Williams and Whitehead found that

teachers

typically rated Black and White middle-class children higher
on both dimensions.
on

the basis of

patterns of

Significantly, many

the child's speech patterns.

less confident

non-standard and ethnic.
tended to assign

and eager and more

Consistently,

if

certain unacceptable

Teachers tend to support
the purpose of
features of

the teachers studied

the non-standard and ethnic,

less eager stereotyped response

speech

labels to a child's

language cues were present.
the eradication approach for

Black English.

They emphasize that

for educational

purposes

English and that

Black English has no place

(Hilliard,

Smitherman,

1983;

Hayes and Taylor

teachers.

(1971)

the only

is standard
in

the classroom

1980).
conducted a survey of

teachers'

in city schools across the United States.

Teachers of
regarded

less confident

eliminating the socially stigmatizing

language suitable

attitudes

Speech

children who used Black English were

consistently rated

and

teachers responded

three

to five years'

teaching experience

language variation more positively than mature
Although Black teachers were more positive about

language variation
schools, most

than

teachers

in predominantly White

teachers felt negatively toward the syntax of

various so-called non-standard varieties.

The majority of
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the teachers

interviewed felt

be corrected,
teachers

not

that students'

left alone.

However,

speech should

10 percent of

interviewed rejected minority group cultures and

language.

This critical

throughout

grade

attitude remained fairly constant

levels and regardless of

race or

socioeconomic class.
According to Greenburg (1971),
(1980),
the

teachers need

linguistic

Imhoof

insight

it

is an

Integral

part of

and Nuri

to recognize that

language of African-American children

complex;

(1971)

is

logical

their culture,

and

and

self-identification as well

as an effective means of

communicating with others.

Negative attitudes toward Black

English and the children who use
ultimately defeat

the educational

but, most seriously,
with negative

this

it will

language system will

purposes of

create an environment plagued

learning experiences for Black children.

Sociolinguists have recognized that
the

learning processes of

stems from teachers'

Smitherman,

the standard

1981).

(Hilliard,

(Craft,

is

1984;

1983;

Gumperz,

Acceptance of dialects other than

indicates respect

criticism and rejection,
that

in

negative attitudes and eradication

for

the people who use them.

Respect contributes toward successful

usage

interferences

Black English speaking students

approaches toward Black English
1982;

instruction,

learning more than

and it reduces the correction of

legitimate and understandable Black English
Hudson,

1980;

Slobin,

1985;

Stubbs,

1983).
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The advantages of
legitimate

accepting Black English as a

language and allowing

is two-fold.

First,

its usage

children are

likely

linguistic self-esteem and confidence
their

language

Second,
they

to maintain their

from the feeling that

is valued and recognized by

the school.

teachers are prodded from a preoccupation with what

think

their pupils

language skills that
appreciation
the

in the classroom

is

The

into an appreciation of

they bring

likely

into the classroom.

to enhance

learning potential

(Trudgi11,

lack

teachers'

This

expectations of

of children who use Black English

1983).

following summary

taken

from the Ann Arbor Black

English case addressed a need for action by schools to
become

familiar with Black English.

addressed social
teaching and

and educational

learning theories,

the responsibility of
individual
Smitherman,
In

teachers

Additionally,

issues which
the

in

the early

function of

the school,

the educational

Syverud and Fulton,

One of

1970's the Ann Arbor community

seven

process,
1980;

1980).

dilemma of providing adequate housing for
families.

include:

differences and human rights CPietras,
1980;

it

faced a

low-income

low-income housing developments

Ann Arbor housed Black single-parent

families.

children attended the Martin Luther King,
School

with an enrollment of

Black,

7% Asian and Latino population.

Jr.

in

Their
Elementary

550 children—80% White,

13%
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Most

of

the children who attended the King School

performed well

academically except

who ranged from age 5 to

11.

children were

education programs for

in special

disabled and emotionally
therapy while

Many

the Green Road children
of

impaired.

others were

the Green Road
the

learning

Others attended speech

retained or

suspended from the

school.
School

officials told parents that

abnormality hindered their
labeled many
children

of

and their parents,

all

filed a suit

in order

to force

the

needs of

academic records of

educators

Eleven Black
in

the Green Road

the Ann Arbor School

the King Elementary School

to

programs that would

their children.

A review of

the children revealed that

officials diagnosed many of
as

residing

against

provide effective educational
accommodate

In effect,

the children handicapped.

housing project,
District

learning.

their children's

school

the children's academic problems

language based.
Section

Act

of

1703(f)

of

the Equal

1974 orders educational

educational

origin

overcome

language barriers that

participation
1976).

agencies not

opportunity...on account

national

(f),

Educational

in

"by

failing"

of

Opportunities

to "deny equal

race,

color,

sex,

to take appropriate action

instructional

impede students'
programs"

to

equal

(20 U.S.C.

#1703

or
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In Martin Luther King Junior Elementary School
versus Ann Arbor School
children alleged that
1703(f)

District

the school

Board,

a group of

Children
Black

board had violated section

by failing to take appropriate action to overcome a

language barrier arising from the children's Black English
dialect.

Judge Charles Joiner agreed with the plaintiff

children,

holding that

the

teachers'

response

children's dialect created a section
♦barrier,

and that

progress,
in

the barrier

thereby

impeded the children's reading

instructional

program.

with readily availabe

participation

The court ordered

board to submit a plan to provide

help them use

language

interfering with their equal

their school's

the school

1703(f)

to the

its teachers

information about Black English and to

that knowledge

in teaching the plaintiffs to

read standard English.
To uphold the children's claim
had to justify
barrier"

the

in section

had applied section

in King,

interpretation of
1703(f).
1703(f)

Prior

Judge Joiner

the words "language
to the King case,

only to cases

involving

courts

language

barriers encountered by non-English speaking children.
Ann Arbor children did not claim that
language or

that

King was not
of

a

lack of

it,

as

inferior.

had

The barrier alleged

comprehension but rather a tendency

teachers to treat Black English,

spoke

they spoke a foreign

teachers and students at King School

difficulty understanding each other.

The

and the children who

in
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Only section
school

1703(f)

authorities to

educational

imposed an affirmative duty on

improve students''

programs.

access to

Because Congress recognized that

Blacks constituted a major group suffering from
of

educational

opportunity,

inequality

it seemed reasonable to apply

the Act's only compensatory provision,

section

1703(f),

to

language barriers disadvantaging Black children.
Having decided that section
language barrier
students

in

that

impedes equal

instructional

consider whether

impede

participation by
the court proceeded to

According to the court,

the reading development of

Black English
systematic

programs,

if

they

fail

in

languae

teachers

children who speak

to understand that

language acceptable

communities of

applies to any

the plaintiffs encountered such a

barrier at King School.
may

1703(f)

it

is a

the home and peer

the children who speak

it and second,

that

the differences between Black English and standard English
may cause superficial
difficulties"

"superficial

the court was referring to the fact

English does not
distinguished

difficulties—by

that Black

discriminate among some sounds that are

in standard English resulting

experiencing difficulty

in teachers

in getting students to use

"correct"

pronunciation.
The research evidence
who fail

to recognize

language may conclude

further

indicated that

that Black English

teachers

is a systematic

that children who speak

it are not
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using a systemtic
"limited"

or

language,

"inferior."

"dumb,"

"inferior,"

this conclusion

"correcting"

be

lack

inferior,

the

reading.

in standard English of

insensitive

into account"

Black English when helping them

learn

teacher at all.
children who use

indicated that

the teachers at King
the plaintiffs'

to read.

means,

the court meant
"into account"

to take Black English as a systematic

to
as (a)

language

in the student's home and peer community,

language system which may cause students who speak
superficial

or how

Black English was treated as

the opinion suggested that

acceptable

to

standard English.

into account"

define failure to take Black English
failure

to

the court never explicitly explained what

failing to "take Black English

inferior;

language

teachers can cause a barrier

the court determined that

had failed to "take

Although

the child

from future

to the

learning to read and expand their use of
Specifically,

teachers may

teacher considers him and his

instruction

this failure

If

it may cause a child to refrain

Black English by

School

These

or are

to their students when

attempts to read aloud or communicate
The

"concepts,"

language.

their speech or oral

perceives that

lead

their Black English speaking

incapable of using systematic
communicate

is

This misapprehension may

teachers to conclude that
students are

but rather speech that

difficulties

a failure to use

in using standard English,

a

it
and (b)

this knowledge about Black English when

a
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teaching children to read standard English.
showed that

the

Testimony

teachers treated the plaintiffs just

like

other students who made many unexplained mistakes when
speaking or reading aloud.
understand that

In so doing,

the children's

they

failed to

language differences from

standard English partially stemmed from their use of
systematic

language system and not

a

a series of random

mistakes or errors.
The court

found that

the Ann Arbor School

taken appropriate actions to overcome the
at
the

King School;

the School

information contained

no evidence

that

Board had not

language barrier

Board should have been aware of
in research evidence.

the Board had taken any action

There was
in response

to this knowledge.
The court had to determine whether the defendant's
failure

to take appropriate action to overcome the

barriers at

King School

the plaintiffs were all
difficulties,

was "on account of

race."

language
Because

Black children experiencing reading

the court held that

the Ann Arbor School

District Board's failure to take appropriate action had a
racially discriminatory effect
account of

race."

The court declined to
plan upon

the King School,

as an educational
School

and therefore, was "on

impose a particular educational
recognizing

policymaker.

its

Instead,

Board to formulate a program,

lack of expertise

it deferred to the

requiring only

that

the
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program be reasonable and rational
knowledge,

thereby satisfying section

action requirement.
School

Board,

program to
concepts

light

of

existing

1703(f)'s appropriate

Responding to the court/s order,

submitted a plan providing for an

instruct

teachers

in general

the

identification of

the accommodation of

English speakers,

differences to help

individual

in-service

Black and

Black English

code-switching needs

and the use of

the

language and dialect

including the contrasting feature of

standard English,
speakers,

in

knowledge of

in Black

dialect

students read standard

English.

Black English and Reading
Despite decades of research,
children

learn

to read or how best

continues on the broadest of

Instruction

no one

is exactly sure how

to teach

questions,

them.

Debate

such as, whether

differences among teaching styles matter

for reading

achievement

or whether

(Goodlad,

instructional
debate

1984;

Oakes,

methods matter

1985)

CSilvernail,

focuses on many narrowly defined

such as:

the nature of

Continuous

issues as well,

letter and word recognition;

relationship between skill
reading;

1979).

the acquisition of

in oral

language and skill

1984).

in

1eft-to-right correspondence;

the relationship between decoding and comprehension;
order

the

in which reading skills should be

and the

learned (Carroll,
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According to Clay

(1972)

and De Stefano (1978),

reading strategy used by

the

learner

hypothesizer similar for

language acquisition.

rule-governed way children modify
rules

in

their own way.

hypostheses about what
modify

It

their sets of

is postulated that

input

their developmental

process,

includes the role of

language
they make

from the environment

patterns.

In

information comes to the student

on the printed page.

In a

these rules are unconsciously and

them according to

through

a

This

sifted

the reading
about

the marks

information comes on a variety of

levels—semantic,

syntactic,

phoneme-grapheme,

sound-symbol

correspondence),

and mechanical

the sense of

learning to move their eyes

from

left

student

in

graphophonic

to right when reading English.

learns to coordinate all

these

(meaning the
perceptual

Ultimately,

levels,

the

connecting

the various processes to extract a sequence of cues from
printed texts and relate
he/she understands the

these,

one

to another,

intended message of

so that

the text.

Reading can be characterized as a conceptual
tool

for

a

thinking and learning that can replace first-hand

experiences.

It

is extracting meaning from the text and

is self-directed by

the reader

1974).

of

"code-cracking."

reading

largely rest on

it

in many ways and for many

purposes (Gibson & Levine,

maintain

process,

that when a student has

However,

some definitions
A few scholars

learned to phonetically
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decode

letters and words,

the ability to read has been

acquired.
Most teachers are familiar with phoneme-grapheme or
sound-symbol

correspondences in regards to reading.

This

contribution to the teaching of reading is represented in
numerous learning materials.
such as “Nan can for Dan"
include vocabulary that

Reading books with patterns

and "The fat cat sat on the mat"

is highly controlled in order to

keep clear phoneme-grapheme correspondences.

This concept,

applied to teaching primarily focuses on decoding rather
than comprehension.
a temporary role
CDe Stafano,

It

in the

is generally viewed as playing only
learning of the reading process

1973).

Savin <1972) emphasized that many students are unable
to segment sound into phonemes—that

is, discrete bundles.

He found this to be the case with many African-American
students studied in Philadelphia.

They could not use

alphabetic principles to connect discrete sounds with
letters.
well

Savin found that these children function fairly

in making distinctions among syllables that were more

than minimally different (where there is only one phoneme
that
"dog"

is different).

For example,

but not from "rat."

they could tell

"cat"

from

They could not hear the single

sound similarity between "cat"

and "cow."

Such evidence

raises questions about the usefulness of this method.

If

students can not make use of this information,

not

it will
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help them
all

learn

to read.

students will

reading.

Teachers should expect

succeed

In

that not

the phonetic approach to

Heavy emphasis on phoneme-grapheme correspondences

may have only

limited value.

A study conducted by Johnson and Simons (1973)
whether or not
to read that

dialect

standard English

children did not
they

readers are easier

learn better

learned equally well

emphasized that

from a particular version,

from either.

occur,

the goal

of

into Black English.

is read to match their

contended that

the readers must

meaning of

Johnson and Simons

Black English speaking students can read and

Children edit what
(1969)

for Black children

text showed that Black

translate a standard English passage

Goodman

on

first arrive at

the sentence.
reading,

in order

for

translation to

the underlying

Since arriving at

translation

readers have succeeded

language patterns.

is evidence that

in comprehending what

According to Pietras (1979)

the meaning

is

the

they read.

and Sims (1975), many

teachers concluded that children could not read because they
did not

reproduce

the words exactly as written and printed.

Both researchers emphasize that
from standard English
oral

language

(or

to Black English,

"code-switching")

children develop a great
flexibility
general.

the ability

in order

deal

both

to translate
in reading and

indicates that Black

of cognitive ability/

to survive

in schools and society

in
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De Stefano (1973)
students who read "I
asked Susie
of

if

stressed that Black English speaking

axed Susie could she go wif me"

she could go with me"

the sentence written

De Stefano,

it

with meaning,

is not
although

message.

that

The student

the student

strict

adherence
little

to the

in the

Teachers should recognize dialect

in oral

student's progress

reading
in

in order

to assess an

the acquisition of

conceptualization.

individual

reading skills.

Confusion arises when teachers equate

indicate

is a

comprehended the written

forms on the printed page means relatively

renditions

is reading

This variety rendition

De Stefano concludes that

reading process.

According to

the student's own variety and

processing has taken place.
positive sign

"I

is a dialect rendition

in standard English.

a mistake.

for

labeling with

Employing a different word does not

the absence of

a concept.

Black children may use a

different word order or meaning system unfamiliar to the
teacher who may

falsely conclude

that

they have not acquired

the concept.
Kochman
(1973)

(1973),

Mitchel1-Kunan

examined the effect of

correlation between
performance

in

than

and Piestrup

Black English usage on

children's reading achievement.
recordings of more

(1971),

Findings based on tape

twenty classroom sessions showed a

language variation and reading

the classroom.

Piestrup discovered that

an

Kochman,

important

Mitche11-Kunan,

factor called

and
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"teaching style"
emphasized that

mediated this relationship.

They

teachers who responded to student cues, who

tolerate different

language styles and who succeeded in

setting up what Piestrup referred to as rhythmic teacherstudent

exchanges created a

learning atmosphere

children who use Black English do as well
others

or better

than

in reading achievement.

Jones

(1979)

child speaks,
However,
belief

in which

the

Piestrup

learned that

the more Black English a

lower his/her reading scores tend to be.
(1973)

found that while this general

is held across most classrooms,

certain

she found that

teaching approaches were particularly effective

in

producing high reading achievement.

The characteristics

which distinguished these classrooms

included teachers who

approved the use of
children

to speak;

Black English;
teachers who

teachers who encouraged

listened to their students;

teachers who did not continuously

interrupt

their students

and concentrated on effectively responding to students using
standard English;

teachers who taught meanings of

and unfamilar words and concepts;
variety of

teachers who utilized a

reading materials and student-centered

instructional
Knapp

familiar

methods.

(1975)

pointed to a

lack of

teacher

training,

negative attitudes towards Black English speakers,
assumptions about

the nature of

and false

non-standard dialects,

factors causing the reading failure of

Black children.

as
She

advocated

in-service

training for

teachers focusing on

(a)

identifying their attitudes toward Black English;

(b)

providing

language;

information on

the systematic nature of

(c)

examining social

dialects frequently stigmatized;

<d)

formulating strategies capable of being

minimum of program change.
accept

experience approach to expand
an

implemented with

She recommends that

the child's Black English;

utilize

and

the

teachers

language

language skills and implement

individualized reading materials program.

Black English and Writing Instruction
In American society,
a major part

of

teachers have
1973).

the ability

communicative competence.

study as a method of
emphasized goal

for

helping students acquire
However,

CDe Stefano,

implemented grammar

expanding writing skills.
the teaching of
“correct"

correct usage

is considered

Traditionally,

taught writing through grammar

Language arts curriculum has

writing.

to write

grammar
usage

An often

focuses on

in speech and

is a social

distinction

based on one's own cultural/linguistic standards and not on
the grammar of

English, which encompass various

varieties.

the classroom,

In

sentence as a
standard

"grammatically"

ignores the

linguistic

teachers tend to rate a "good"
acceptable sentence.

importance of

This

creative and natural

writing experiences for primary students CDe Stefano,

1984).
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Research showed no correlation between knowledge of
grammar rules and the ability
Generally,
school

school

does not

to write

grammar as commonly

reveal

CElley et al.,
taught

1976).

in elementary

the systematic nature of

English and

often serves to confuse students with vague definitions that
do not

fit what children

intuitively know about

as native speakers (De Stefano and Fox,

self

and a private

form of

if

she were asked what

reject

rearranged,

language.

and answer

opportunity

for manipulation are

students to

learn about

form because

primary students may

it

Writing can be

Permanence and

important

factors for

acquiring the ability

Although Black English
literary

she would

"writing."

and rewritten.

to write.

is not usually present

is basically an oral

interject

Black English

writing along with standard English.

is not

She contends that

disciplines the mind,

"grammar study"

examined,

is an extension

self-expression that

normally attainable with oral

language

1979).

According to De Stefano (1973), writing
of

the

When

in

tradition,
in their

teachers hold a

highly normative corrective view toward Black English,
negative consequence of

the

this attitude affects the expansion

of communicative competence.
producing speech and writing

Black students may stop
in

the classrooom.

If

their

speech and writing are constantly corrected and criticized
based on standards of
will

choose silence

"correct"

grammatical

usage,

in order to avoid humiliation.

students
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Furthermore,
creatively,

the student's potential
and effectively will

to write naturally,

be stunted due

linguistic self-esteem (Hayes & Taylor,
Hopper & Natalicio,

Teachers who doubt

1971; Williams,

Children Who Use Black English
the

the need to correct

legitimacy of

their students

children's speech should ask

Black English and

in efforts to alter

themselves,

"What will

correct?",

"Am I making the child a more effective

speaker?",

"Do

and
Do I

language

I

know enough about

for

John,

language

they must

the

a child speaks

influence of

in order

negative

Cazden,

communication,

John,

registers will

them given exposure and time.

not on

and Hymes further

a student exposed to new social

with attendant

language?".

concentrate on how the student's

standard English grammar.
that

language

suggested that

is functioning as a means of

emphasize

I

is acceptable?"

and Hymes (1973)

teachers to overcome

attitudes,

the child's

too much on how well

according to my own rules of what
Cazden,

the nature of

learning to tamper with

concentrate

lack of

1977).

Register Switching of

have

to a

situations

generally and naturally use
An

importamt part of

communicative competence

is an expanded register repertoire;

an ability

language

to make one's

A social

variation that

people's speech

fit

the social

is extremely

situation.

important

is called register switching.

in

Speakers

change their

language as social

circumstances change.

a linguistic universal which operates in all
communities and on all

varieties.

It

is

speech

Switching is culturally

determined and the forms appropriate to each register also
vary from society to society (Fasold,
A register
person's social

1984; Gumperz,

1982).

is generally situational1y bound; switch the
situation and the person will

switch

registers if he or she has the competence to do so and if
switching is called for CFasold & Shuy,
1982).

1970; Gumperz,

For example, a first grader at the Ulysses Byas

School was able to explain that when she
would ask a family member,

is at home she

"Where you be goin' at?"

However, when she was in school

she would ask the teacher,

"Where are you going?"
Fasold and Shuy C1970) emphasized that a speaker of any
language will make linguistic adjustments to specific social
situations.

These adjustments in phonology, grammar, and

lexicon range from obvious adjustments between adult and
small

children to more complicated sociolinguist1c switching

between school, home, and playground talk.
illustration

Another

includes two first graders talking about a

movie while on the playground.
movie using Black English.

Both students described the

Following recess the teacher

suggested that both children describe the movie to the
class.

Both students agreed.

They described the movie to

the class using standard English.

Both students switched

registers based on their perceived relationship to their
hearer and according to the social
In American English,

situation.

language varieties have far more

common than disparate characteristics.

Teachers are usually

blinded to the overwhelming number of shared features in
language varieties.
language

Treating Black English as a foreign

is not a useful

teaching approach.

It maximizes

the differences and tends to ignore the substantial
similarity

it has with standard English (De Stefano,

Lights (1971) data on Washington, D.C.

1978).

Black children

revealed that the highest percentages of Black English
features was used by primary Black children.

It appeared

that children who use Black English go through a continual
process of

learning to respond in a linguistically

appropriate manner to specific social
by the educational
acquire the

domain.

demands made on them

Black English speaking students

linguistic instruction register or school

register as they grow older and they differentially control
certain features of the linguistic
Generally, however,

this formal

instruction register.

register acquisition is the

ability to produce a higher frequency of so-called standard
forms already contained in the Black English register.
A crucial
repertoire
is exposed.
are

element

in a child's restricted register

is the constricted set of domain to which a child
Before going to school

a child's social

largely those of the home and neighborhood.

domains

However, no
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matter what the parameters of a child's register repertoire
may be,

the child learns to produce the socially relevant

and demanded registers at the appropriate times and switches
from one to another when the occasion prescribes it.
of a child's acquisition of

language

Part

is the acquisition of

socially constrained language patterns and an understanding
of the social

rules of

language use.

Children naturally

acquire registers in a rule governed manner through
progressive differentiation of their speech community's
social

situations and the language features that accompany

those situations (De Stefano,
School

1978).

is a socially significant factor

in register

switching.

Children add registers appropriate to the

educational

domain which they encounter.

Houston C1969)

reported in her study of Florida Black children's language a
school

register that was distinct

non-school

language.

in many ways from

De Stefano (1970) noted that children

who use Black English acquired a school
their repertoire of registers.
significant domain

register as part of

Thus, school

is a

in children's lives which controls the

acquisition of new registers.
According to Abrahams (1974), both the classroom
environment and how Black children respond linguistically
are extremely

important

development as a whole.
language

in understanding their language
For

instance,

is perceived categorically,

very often their

that

is totally

"non-standard"

by those not

in their culture, which

in

practice means most of their teachers with whom they come
contact.

However,

participate

in

according to Kerada (1969) Black children

in register acquisition that

includes many

standard features.
The school
"standard"

provides the most consistent

features.

input of

Black children are aware that some

language varieties are more socially unacceptable than
others.

This awareness is a feature of continual

acquisition of the repertoire of

language

language features and

attitudes in a given speech community such as the school.
According to De Stefano (1978),

one of the most

important characteristics of Black English
use of

it

in actual

governing them.

is the variable

speech—a variable application of rules

De Stefano submits a clear example of this

finding by examining a sentence stated by a child who uses
Black English—"I ain't got no book and he doesn't have one
either."
appear

This suggests that multiple negatives do not

in all

phonological
the verbal

cases of Black children's speech.
forms or other syntax forms.

Nor do

In fact, much of

output of Black students is standard in form.

However, categorical

perception—which means if you hear a

form in someone's speech, you think it

is there all

of the

time--prevents teachers from perceiving this variable use
of non-standard forms.

Consequently, Black students'

language development may be underestimated.

Furthermore,
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children who use Black English may be thought to use mainly
Black English

in their speech when

in reality

it

is not the

case.
For two decades,

linquists have generally believed that

negative attitudes toward Black English persist within
educational

settings and that most teachers have attempted

to eradicate the

language variations of African-American

students who enter the classroom.
that Black English

is a logical

Second,

linguists agree

and complex language system

and that by the time African-American children enter school
they have acquired a fully developed language system.
language system that

is an

self-identification as well
others.

Futher,

the

integral

A

part of their culture

as a means of communicating with

language skills that Black English

speaking children come to school with can be built on to
expand the academic

language development of Black English

speakers.
Unfortunately,

teachers have not generally

these beliefs into their teaching.
conducted at the Ulysses Byas School
wasted valuable time on
and linguistic

Personal

incorporated

observations

indicated that teachers

lessons that promote hypercorrection

insecurity among Black English speakers.

Attempts to evaluate the

legitimate

language behavior of

students was not present and reading and writing lessons
rejected student's diverse
not generally

linguisic skills.

Teachers have

incorporated techniques and methods that
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address the creative language skills of children who speak
B1ack English.
The review of

literature has provided the researcher/

presenter with numerous answers about educational
surrounding Black English.

Furthermore,

it

issues

is the

researcher/presenter's intention to share this research
based on the needs and concerns of those teachers who will
be

involved in

the staff development workshops.

Staff Development
Researchers such as John Goodlad (1984) amd Ronald
Edmonds (1982) have gone beyond asking why programs fail.
They have

investigated why some schools work well.

such studies of success,
counts most

From

it has become apparent that what

in the academic

learning of children is what

happens in their classrooms.

The principal,

the students,

the teachers and others must share the sense of being a
community of

instructors and learners working toward

definite goals and high expectations by those involved
(Tyack & Hansot,

1982).

According to Maloy and Jones (1987),
teachers'

complex professional

the

isolation of

responsibilities results in

coping strategies that fundamentally conflict with
cooperation.
successful
isolat ion.

improved

Teachers working with teachers can elicit

experiences counteracting frustration and
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Teachers can be effective agents of
interaction among teachers

is related to

Teachers do not

interact

instructional
powerful

frequently

matters,

in regards to

(Sarason,

the

beliefs,

they do,

learning.

primary agents

the

factors;

The

that characterizes a
however,

in schools.

teachers of

a school

are the

learning climate which
for

themselves and their students (Brookover et al.,
Schools stand to benefit
collaboration among teachers.

First,

teachers become aware

across classrooms and can enhance

teachers tend to work together

innovations.

and have

that

to test new

Finally,

ideas, materials

schools that

foster collaboration

to new surroundings.

cooperation among teachers can

increased student
In Little's study,

Second,

the organization necessary to foster

help new teachers adapt
suggest

1982).

in three ways from promoting

each others strengths and address weaknesses.

and methods,

practices

are highly associated with

in developing the

is being taught

teachers

instructional

defines the appropriate and effective behavior

of what

and

it can be extremely

learning climate

expectations and

characterize a school

students7

on professional

learning climate

are a major determinant of

that

implementation.

initiating or sponsoring innovation

may be affected by many

The norms,

and

1982).

The nature of
school

but when

change,

achievement
successful

(Little,

1987;

Some studies
lead to
Metz,

1986).

schools had collegiality among
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the

teachers as they

analysis,

tried to

improve

experimentation and evaluation

Purkey

and Smith

effective schools

(1983)

in

implemented successful

innovations.

the general

strategy

indicate

Though specific tactics

is best characterized as one
teachers as part of

to experimentation and evaluation.

that collegiality breaks down barriers among

teachers and encourages the kind of
that can

one of

collaborative planning and a school

atmosphere conducive
They

1982).

in schools that have

is based on the expressed needs of

the process of

(Little,

identified collaborative planning,
identified

may vary,

teaching through

their summary about

four process variables

that

their

lead to consensus on

intellectual

sharing

their goals and expectations

and feelings of unity and commonality among the staff.
According to Lezotte and Bancroft
decides to
that

is sometimes put

evidence of
will

school

it.

improvement project,

to teachers

improvement

need to agree upon

and own
goal

initiate a school

Further,

(1985), when a school

is,

"What will

in your school?"

their meaning of

and more

school

importantly,

forces teachers to examine their motive

school

improvement

a question
constitute
Teachers

improvement,

defining their
for

initiating

at all.

Researchers have gained considerable knowledge about
how schools

improve.

comes through
Adoption Model

A major portion of

three major studies:
studies of

individual

(1)

this knowledge
the Concerns Based

teacher development,
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(2)

the Rand Change Agent study of

projects,

and (3)

Educational
individual
studies

the

federal

I/D/E/A (Institute

Activities)

study of

school

that

simultaneously on
level

of

the process of

two

levels:

the school

the

improvement

for Development of
improvements

schools over a five-year period.

indicate

and the

the

All

in

three

improvement happens

individual

teacher

as an organization

level

(Lieberman,

1978).
On

the

individual

teachers adapt
and

it

in steps.

their sense of

their classrooms fosters
Third,

it has been suggested that

to change deve1opmental1y;

is achieved

motivated by

level,

Second,
efficacy

change takes time

teachers tend to be
that what

improvement of

student

they do

achievement.

teachers usually want and need training and

into new

ideas,

value

to them

1980;

Hall

methods,

and techniques that will

insight
be of

in their classrooms (Berman & McLoughlin,

& Loucks,

1978).

Jones and Maloy

(1987)

interactions affect
enforcing

in

emphasized that

the chances of

innovations

teacher

implementing change and

in the classroom setting.

However,

teachers may have negative attitudes toward change due to
isolation,

lack of

respect,

or because of

extrinsic reward given to them.
elements causes teachers to adopt
attitude

toward school

no

intrinsic or

The result of

these

a critical, wait-and-see

improvement.
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Goodlad C1975)
individual
projects,
that

commitment
individual

schools will

without

and Lieberman

C1977)

is necessary

for all

changes are not

improve.

in

improvement

sufficient

Research studies

the schools organizational

engagement

stated that while

improvements,

indicate

commitment

efforts by

to ensure
that

to and

teachers

in

isolated

classrooms do no hold much promise for sustained success.
An understanding of

the process of

school

institutional

indicates that

schools adapt

level

improvements deve1opmental1y;
in steps.
linked to

Second,

individual

possibility
provide

schools

it

takes time and

motivated primarily by

Third,

improvers.

improvement which are

level,

attention

details and regular routines of
for

studies mentioned do not
improvement,

schools must

the principal.

on an organizational

as the starting place

is achieved

teacher concerns may have the greatest

for positive change.

to the small

to

in which schoolwide concerns are

the necessary conditions for

Thus,

improvements on an

improvements.

is directed

daily practice

While the three

offer a recipe for school

they do provide guidelines for school
The

following guidelines were utilized by

researcher/presenter
Ulysses Byas School:

in staff

the

development procedures at

the
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1.

Approach

teachers as the real

teaching and

learning.

developed has value;
what

they are doing

teachers evaluate
possibility
2.

for

"experts"

The personal

about

style they have

by helping teachers articulate
in the classroom,

it will

help

their work and thereby open

the

improvement.

Provide rewards for

trying something new.

teachers to share successful
methods with peers.

Allow

teaching techniques and

Rewards can be given either

publicly or privately by acknowledging their
innovative
3.

Encourage dialogue among teachers/
individual

4.

techniques.

teacher concerns

Realize that

the power and

work to transform

into collective concerns.
influence of

the principal

is of paramount

importance.

critical

in making change happen.

school

person

improvement

must see

is a
Finally,

efforts must begin with the

concerns and needs of
actively engaged

The principal

in

teachers*

the

Teachers must be

improvement process.

the relationship between what

They

they are

trying to achieve and what effects those attempts
have on students.
earn recognition
support

for

Finally,
for

the

teachers active

things they do well

in change
and

their new behaviors and procedures.
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Conclusion
The educational

reality of

situations through staff
gap between
teachers,
toward

learning and teaching

development helps to bridge the

theory and practice.

If

offers a challenge

placing them as the decision maker of

increasing student achievement

effectiveness.

Staff

development

thinking.

exchanges of

Additionally,

encourages active

viewpoints,
staff

ideas

and academic

participation and provides an opportunity
Interaction,

new

to

for

intense group

critical

and creative

development encourages

affective and cognitive responses to problems and
discourages belief

in the one correct answer

(Rodwell,

1966).
Based on staff
a number of
staff

development/school

factors will

development

improvement research,

need to take place for successful

to occur

Factors that were crucial

in
in

the Ulysses Byas School.
the development and

implementation of workshops related to Black English
included active support of

the principal,

planning among participants,
throughout

collaborative

involvement of participants

the project and ongoing teacher participation

the decision-making process
ownership of

the project.

in order

to bring a sense of

in

CHAPTER

111

THE PLANNING PROCESS

Methodology
This study utilized action research procedures
planning,

implementation,

incorporated group and
Cohen and Marion

term action research

time.

it

According to

in

to obtain because

However,

problems and

and attempts to solve

activities.

a comprehensive definition of

is difficult

usage has varied over
emphasis on social

and evaluation of workshops which

individual

(1985),

in the

issues

that

the

its

action research places
in a specific context

context.

Second,

it

is

usually collaborative—teachers are given the opportunity
work

to

together on addressing specific needs as they take part

directly or

indirectly

Action research

in

implementing the research.

is se1f-evaluative.

For example,

continuous monitoring of procedures takes place through the
utilization of mechanisms such as questionnaires,
interviews,

and case studies.

Feedback that

from these various mechanisms can assist

is obtained

in structuring

modifications and adjustments during the course of

the

study.
Action research

is a suitable procedure

classrooms and schools because of
adaptability.

According to Best

contributes not only

to practice,

for work

in

its flexibility and
(1986),
but

action research

to a theory of
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education and teaching which can be accessible to other
teachers.
According to Cohen and Marion
is a means of
training,

(1985),

remedying problems through

action research

in-service

equipping teachers with new skills and methods,

and heightening self-awareness.
research allows for additional
teaching and

learning

Furthermore,
or

action

innovative approaches to

into a system which may

inhibit

innovation and change.
Little can be achieved
in changing

if

only one person

ideas and educational

research can effectively

incorporate

involved

in the

Cooperative action research has the concomitants

of beneficial

effects for teachers,

conditions and functions of
this activity

translates

teachers while

(1984)

and the

improvement of

the situation.

In education

into more problem-solving by

the quality of

the process of being
Yin

persons

involved

Action

involve groups that

ideas and expectations from all
situation.

practices.

is

teaching and

improved (Hill

learning is

and Kerber,

in

1967).

recommends a few commonly required

attributes to follow during data collection.

Each of

the

following suggestions were utilized by the researcher/
presenter during the collection of
1.

It

is

important

data:

to be a good listener.

Listening

includes direct observations of a situation,
not

limited to hearing.

A good

it

is

listener captures
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important messages or

information submitted by the

interviewee.
2.

If unexpected events occur,

the researcher must be

willing to change procedures and approaches.
Adaptability and flexibility
3.

A strong grasp of
collection

is essential.

issues being studied during data

is essential.

A poor grasp of

yield uncertainty about how to
important

information will

Primary school

the data and

be missed.

teachers who teach African-American

children and who are committed to
instructional

interpret

issues will

improving their

practices need opportunities to assess their

attitudes toward Black English and their attitudes toward
the children who use

this

language system.

Furthermore,

teachers need opportunities to become knowledgeable about
the correlation between the

transmission of negative

stereotypical

attitudes toward Black English and

interferences

in

the

learning processes of

Black English

speakers.
Believing that many primary

teachers

in her school

had

negative attitudes toward Black English and transmitted
these attitudes toward their students,

the

researcher/presenter wanted to substantiate the attitudes of
primary

teachers within

The role of
conducting

the context of

the school

the researcher/presenter

interviews with primary

setting.

involved

teachers pertaining to
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their attitudes toward Black English.
direct observations of

teachers'

Secondly,

it

involved

interaction with primary

students using Black English and negative teacher comments
about

the educability of

data gathered from
students

this population of

interviews and teacher

students.

interactions with

informed the researcher/presenter of

construct workshops on educational
pertaining to Black English

for

The

the need to

issues and concerns

the prospective volunteer

participants.
The researcher/presenter recorded vivid signs of
transmission of

teachers'

English and speakers of
the

the

negative attitudes toward Black

Black English.

In many

instances

following was observed:
1.

Teachers constantly
students

interrupted and “corrected"

insisting that sentences should be spoken

using standard English;
2.

Teachers criticized the use of

Black English

in the

classroom creating a barrier between students who
speak standard English and students who use Black
English;
3.

Teachers mislabeled Black English speaking students
as deficient

4.

Teachers held

in

language usage;

and

low expectations of

the educability of

Black English speakers.
These observations generated a desire to share concerns
about

Black English usage

in the classroom.

Additionally,
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there was concern

for

teachers who held negative attitudes

toward Black English and the students who use Black English.
Furthermore,

there was concern

"turned-off"

to the

teachers

for students who were being

learning process.

in effectively providing

English speaking students,
needed that

staff

To assist primary

instruction

for Black

development workshops were

directly concentrated on sharing concerns,

addressing attitudes and resolving conflict.
Although Black English has received much research
attention,

educational

issues,

remained unanswered for
facilitating teachers7
children

teachers.

Black English speaking

limited.

discussions between the researcher/presenter

and primary staff

colleagues

various concerns about

the

Indicated that

lack of

children who use Black English,
language and culture,

teachers had

information pertaining to

the relationship between

and the need for

strategies and methods to
skills of

Developing methods of

instruction of

is currently very

Informal

questions and concerns have

improve

teachers to develop

the reading and writing

students.

Goals of

the Project

The researcher/presenter used the data from
on

teacher attitudes toward Black English,

teacher

Interactions with students,

interviews

observations of

dialogue with colleagues
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and personal
the staff
1.

teaching experiences to formulate

development project.

To

increase

teachers'

The goals

the goals of

included:

awareness of

the

legitimacy of

awareness of

the negative

Black English.
2.

To

increase

impact

teachers'

their attitudes have on

writing achievement
3.

To assist
the

in

of

the reading and

Black children.

the reduction of

language development

of

stereotypical

views of

children who use Black

English.
4.

To aid teachers
in order

in developing strategies and methods

to promote an effective and productive

learning climate

for Black English speaking students.

Involving Others

in

the Planning

In reviewing the research on staff
procedures,
were

development

the researcher/presenter recognized that

fundamental

effective staff

elements that were crucial
development project.

in developing an

Important elements

included allowing teachers to take an active role
project,

involving teachers with direct

planning and

implementation process,

information and resources that
instructional

there

in

interaction

the
in the

and providing

are applicable to classroom

practices.

The researcher/presenter was determined to share
and receive data pertaining to the effect

of

teacher
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attitudes and behavior toward Black English.

Second, the

researcher/presenter held an interest in promoting a
collaborative effort among teachers, focusing on developing
strategies and methods to alleviate negative instructional
practices.

Workshops were designed to address the needs of

participants, reveal significant data from experts, to share
attitudes, concerns and classroom experiences of teachers,
and facilitate teachers/ reading and writing instructional
practices of primary students who use Black English.
During the formation of the staff development project,
the researcher/presenter was approached by primary teachers
who expressed an interest in the project.
varied and included:

Their motives

(a) curiosity about the project; Cb)

uncertainty about the legitimacy of Black English; Cc)
concern about existing teaching styles; (d) novice teachers''
interest in adopting new methods and approaches; and (e)
teachers subjected to negative school experiences as
children for using Black English and other linguistic
varieties were eager to participate.
An informal
School

interview conducted at the Ulysses Byas

indicated that primary teachers are fully aware of

the existence of a language system that many Black children
bring with them to school, called Black English.

However,

it is viewed by many teachers as illegitimate or at least
unacceptable in school and a detriment to students.
Responses from the Ulysses Byas School

teachers include
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various descriptors which indicated nonacceptance of Black
Engl i sh:
1.

It

i s a slang for the English 1anguage.

2.

It i s an incorrect use of standard English.

3.

It

i s improper English.

4.

It

is wrong.

5.

It

i s incorrect grammar.

6.

Black English has no place in school.
(see iappendix A)
The researcher/presenter felt that the topic of Black

English, the affect

it has on primary teachers and their

instructional practices was pertinent to the research.
Hypothesizing that teachers' negative attitudes and negative
instructional practices promote a threat to the Black
child's learning process,

led the researcher/presenter to

address the topic of Black English and the facilitation of
teachers'

Instruction of primary students who use Black

English.
The study of facilitating teachers'

instruction of

children who speak Black English was essential because
teachers serve as role models and are heavily responsible
for influencing students' attitudes and self-concepts
about their reading, writing, and particularly their home
1anguage.
Teachers' attitudes toward Black English had such an
enormous impact on how primary students viewed their
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language that teachers became the target group for this
staff development project.
of the Ulysses Byas School

Interviews with primary students
supports this evidence.

students' perceptions of their

language

Primary

include the

following:
1.

People think you

live

in the woods.

2.

It don't make no sense.

3.

It's a bad thing.

4.

People think you're a dummy.
(see appendix B)
The following steps were employed by the researcher to

aid in designing workshops and completing this dissertation:
1.

Research Black English and the

implications

surrounding its relationship to the reading and
writing achievement of African-American primary
students.
2.

Develop a needs assessment survey relating to Black
English and reading and writing classroom instruction
based on research,

teacher observation,

experience, and personal

teaching

interaction of

teacher-student relationships (see appendix C>.
3.

Administer the needs assessment survey to teachers.

4.

Review research data gathered.

5.

Develop three workshops based on data collected.
The needs assessment data found in this study assisted

the researcher/presenter

in obtaining information on
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specific needs and concerns of seven prospective workshop
participants.
The result of a needs assessment survey administered to
the Ulysses Byas primary staff helped the researcher/
presenter organize a tentative
addressed in the workshops.

list of topics to be

The primary topics included:

Cl) building linguistic self-esteem of Black English
speakers;

(2) adapting reading and writing instructional

approaches;
language.

(3)

improving language skills through the use of

Integrated into the workshop format were topics

dealing with the definition of Black English from a
sociolinguistic perspective, register switching, and whole
language approaches.
Second,

the researcher/presenter reviewed relevant

literature with particular emphasis on Black English and
reading and writing instruction,

effects of negative

teacher attitudes toward Black English, register switching
among children who use Black English,

and the definition of

Black English from a sociolinguistic perspective.

Based on

those studies, she prepared activities and materials to be
used in the workshop sessions.
The researcher/presenter had numerous concerns that
were essential

to the scheme of the program.

included:

days of

conducted,

length of the workshop sessions,

workshop,

The concerns

the week on which the workshops could be
location of the

and adequate coverage of teacher classrooms.
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Issues pertaining to time, coverage, and day were extremely
important

in order to successfully put the workshop project

into effect.

The workshops had to be planned for a day

in

which ample coverage could be provided for the prospective
participants.

The researcher/presenter reviewed possible

coverage options,

the time frame and dates of workshop

sessions with the principal.

After receiving his approval,

the researcher/presenter sought the support of the auxiliary
staff

in covering the classes for the workshop participants.
The researcher/presenter decided that

include all

in order to

volunteer participants, Fridays would be the

most suitable day for workshop sessions because ample
coverage could be provided for participants by the auxiliary
staff of the Ulysses Byas School.

In discussing a suitable

location for the presentation of workshops,

it was decided

that sessions would be conducted in the classroom of the
researcher/presenter.
factors which

included:

The decision was based on numerous
mobility of furniture,

attractiveness of the classroom, sufficient
adequate space

lighting, and

in order to set up audio-visual

equipment and

displays.
The researcher/presenter decided to provide
refreshments in order to encourage a comfortable and relaxed
social-1 earning climate for the participants.

She believed

that teacher anxiety about the workshops could be decreased
with a supportive and friendly environment.
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The researcher/presenter assessed the expense factor of
conducting the workshops and discovered that the assistance
of the auxiliary staff and teaching staff and accessible
school materials and equipment were the prominent needs.
Furthermore,

the support of the school

principal

enabled the

researcher/presenter to conduct staff development workshops
for teachers during the school

day.

Having assessed the data collected from the needs
assessment survey.

Informal

discussions with teachers and

auxiliary staff and the principal,
designed the workshops.

the researcher/presenter

Design procedures included:

the creation of the workshop format;
objectives, procedures,

Cl)

(2) the development of

and evaluation questions;

procurement of an adequate workshop setting,

(3) the

and (4)

organizing a schedule that would meet the needs of volunteer
participants and the coverage of classrooms during the
workshop presentations.
The Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and
Instruction consistently supported staff development and
school

improvement.

She encouraged teacher training

workshops on the primary,

intermediate, and secondary levels

in the district and offered numerous incentives for new and
innovative projects by the teaching staff.
Following the approval
project,

of the staff development

the Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and

Instruction suggested that the District Writing Coordinator,
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Reading Coordinators of three district elementary schools
and the Gifted Science Program Coordinator would benefit
from the workshops.
The following list contains a general

outline of

workshop participants:
—Kindergarten Teacher
—Kindergarten Teacher
—First Grade Teacher
—Second Grade Teacher
—Third Grade Teacher
—Third Grade Teacher
—Primary Special

Education Teacher

—Reading Coordinator
—District Writing Coordinator
—Reading Coordinator
—Reading Coordinator
—Reading Coordinator
—Gifted Science Program Coordinator
Classroom coverage was done by the auxiliary staff
composed of the school's gym teacher, resource teacher,
three teacher assistants, art teacher, and math coordinator.
The following is a list of classroom coverage assignments:
—Gym Teacher—covered combined Kindergarten Class
—Art Teacher—First Grade Coverage
—Math Coordinator—First Grade Coverage
—Teacher Assistant—Second Grade Coverage
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—Teacher Assistant—Third Grade Coverage
—Resource Teacher—Third Grade Coverage
—Teacher Assistant—Primary Special

Education Coverage

The time frame for each workshop session consisted of
an hour.
for

A tape recorder was used to record each workshop

later review.

ended at

The workshops started at 9:15 A.M. and

10:15 A.M..

Workshop participants were scheduled

to attend sessions on Fridays.
During 1989,

the researcher presented three workshops

to participants using discussions,

demonstrations, hands-on

experiences, brainstorming activities, and a guest speaker;
reassessed particlpants/

needs, planned and developed future

workshops based on the results;
evaluate

instructed participants to

individual workshops and the process; reported and

interpreted the results of the evaluations; documented
modifications in workshops;

and determined implications for

future research.
The study used formative evaluative procedures.
procedures employed were described, modified,

The

and reassessed

based on ongoing evaluations of the outcomes and needs of
the participants to elicit their attitudes toward Black
English and their attitudes towards its use among Black
students within the classroom.

Participants completed an

evaluation form at the conclusion of each workshop.

The

presenter/researcher made necessary modifications and
recommendations and determined the content for subsequent
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workshops based on the feedback submitted by workshop
participants.
WORKSHOP SCHEDULE
Faci litating Teachers/ Instruction
of Children Who Use Black English
U1 ysses Byas Elementary School

TITLE?

DATES
April

28,

1989

Building Linguistic Self-Esteem of
Primary Students Who Use Black English
Through Varied Techniques

June 2,

1989

Improving Language Skills of Black
English Speakers Through the Use of
Language

June 9,

1989

Whole Language Approach?
Adapting Reading and Writing
Instructional Approaches for Children
Who Use Black English

Conclusion
This chapter focused on the

importance of planning in

order to effectively present a staff development project.
The utilization of multiple sources of evidence such as
documentation, direct observation,

interviews and

participant-observation allowed the researcher/presenter to
address a broad range of attitudinal
issues.
several

and observational

Findings tended to be much more convincing based on
sources of

information.

The preliminary requirements demonstrated in this
chapter were essential.
tool

They served as an organizational

in order to exercise adaptability, manageability, and

collaboration

in implementing a study of this nature.
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Furthermore,

the retrieval

of background information and

relevant data and the examination of

its usefulness served

to establish guidelines for developing many phases of this
staff development project.
Allowing teachers to take an active role

in the

planning stages of the project served as a starting point
and foundation which aided in establishing a unique working
relationship with prospective participants.
also helped priortize their needs.

This approach

Discussing project plans

and working with colleagues and administrators established a
bonding relationship.

Participants'

varying perspectives of

the study proved to be valuable and sufficient evidence of
acceptance and support of project objectives.

CHAPTER IV
THE IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS

Staff development workshops were designed to facilitate
teachers''

reading and writing instruction of primary

African-American students who use Black English.

The

development and presentation of workshops followed the
specific needs and concerns of primary teachers.
Some of the design and content of workshops were
formulated based on the specific needs and concerns of
primary teachers gathered from the results of the needs
assessment survey.

Needs assessment results indicated that

teachers found the following suggested topics of
them in their classrooms:

(1) building the

linguistic

self-esteem of students who use Black English;
student's
(3)

language skills through the use of

incorporating whole

interest to

(2)

improving

language;

and

language approaches.

Workshop ttl

Ulysses Byas Elementary School
April

28,

1989

Angela Dix, Workshop Presenter

Topic--Bui1ding Linguistic Self-Esteem of Primary Students
Who Use Black English Through Varied Techniques
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Activities
1. Knowledge Checklist
11. Black English—A Sociolinguistic Perspective
111. Translating Standard English to Black English
IV. Role Playing Activity—Correcting Primary Students
Who Use Black English
V. Getting to Know Our Kids
VI. Follow-up Discussion
Vll. Soul

Searching Session—Building the Linguistic Self-

Esteem of Primary Students Who Use Black English
Vlll. Feedback Evaluation

ftctivi t y ■■■tl.r-TXn.Qwi.edgg.,-Chegl<i i st
The purpose of distributing a knowledge checklist
worksheet was to elicit

information from participants on the

issue of correction and its usefulness in building language
skills among primary students who use Black English.
Ironically,
students'

the majority of teachers agreed that correcting

Black English to the standard would not

their language skills.
because

However,

it

increase

is practiced by teachers

it does not emphasize criticism and it encourages

students to use standard English.

Teachers emphasized that

criticizing a child's language creates more harm than
correcting.

NOTE:

An extensive examination of the consequences of

correcting students was conducted in the fourth segment of
the workshop session.
Activity #2--What

Is Black Eng) ish?—A Sociol inguist ic

Perspective
The researcher/presenter defined Black English for
participants based on the studies of Smitherman (1980,
1983),

Dilliard (1972),

Labov (1972), Farr and Janda (1985),

and others who have conducted extensive research on Black
English,

the nature of

its development,

its legitimacy, and

the people who primarily use this language system.
Activity S3—Translating Standard English to Black English
The purpose of this activity was to heighten teachers'
awareness about the rule governed attribute that
associated with Black English.

Furthermore,

is

this activity

was designed to illustrate that Black English is understood
by teachers.

The researcher/presenter asked participants to

examine four sentences written
on the blackboard.

in standard English

located

After reading aloud one sentence at a

time, participants were asked to verbally translate each
sentence

into Black English.

standard English sentence

After teachers translated the

into Black English,

the sentence

revealing the Black English comparison was uncovered for
teachers to observe.

The Black English comparison was

previously written by the researcher/presenter.
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Novice and veteran teachers translated each sentence
into Black English based on classroom experiences with their
students who use Black English.

Because participants were

teaching different children and on different grade levels,
they were amazed that their responses coincided so closely
with one another.

Through discussion,

two teachers stated

that children who use Black English are not "making up"

the

structure and pronunciation of words and the arrangement of
words in sentences as they go along.

Others stated that

teachers do not have a problem understanding Black English,
although they tend to make the child feel
Teachers agreed that

as though they do.

if they could not understand what their

students were saying they would not have been able to
translate the standard English sentences into Black English.
Activity #4--Role Playing Activity-Correcting Primary
Students Who Use Black English
The purpose of this activity was for teachers to
observe the consequences of correcting students/
the standard.

language to

The researcher/presenter requested the

assistance of one participant for the role playing activity.
The researcher/presenter told the participants that she
would play the role of the teacher who is genuinely
concerned that her students speak "correct"

English.

Preceding the role playing activity, participants were
advised to put themselves in the place of a child who uses
Black English.

The researcher/presenter asked the volunteer
participant to tell
school.

the class what he did before coming to

While the volunteer participant was speaking he

used words, phrases, vocabulary,
that did not "measure up"
"standard."
him,

grammar, and intonation

to the researcher/presenter's

The researcher/presenter casually

corrected him,

interrupted

and asked him to repeat complete

sentences in a more "acceptable" manner.

The volunteer

participant became agitated, he began to take long pauses
between sentences, he pronounced each word slowly.

He

eventually stated that he was unsure of what to say.
Additionally, he was annoyed and refused to continue.
Teachers agreed that correcting students7

language to

some standard will

eventually "lock the lips"

of Black

English speakers.

One teacher stated that

is telling the

child he/she

is wrong.

it

Correcting and criticizing yield

similar disastrous results.

Additional

comments from

teachers included,

that children will withdraw, become

inhibited, silent,

angry,

and insecure.

Activity $5--Getting to Know Our Kids
The purpose of this activity was to help teachers gain
a greater understanding of why the researcher/presenter
became

interested in children who use Black English.

submitted background information based on personal
experiences.

She

She

classroom

illustrated how the students in her

classroom who use Black English

increasingly became less
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verbal, refusing to take part

in classroom discussions and

other related activities.
The researcher/presenter made

it clear that her

observations prompted her to perform investigative work in
order to discover how children felt about their
usually

identified as Black English.

teaching was to be effective and the

language,

She knew that

if her

learning experiences of

Black English speakers more productive, she needed to become
more "in tune" with the students she was teaching—their
thoughts, beliefs,
their

values, and norms and how it pertained to

language.
The researcher/presenter submitted drawings made by

first grade children who speak Black English to workshop
participants.

Each drawing illustrated a message about

Black children/s perception of Black English.
Drawing #1:
children.

Drawing #1

The student dictated to the researcher/presenter,

"My friends talk

like dat."

Participants Assessment:
among friends.
Drawing #2:
house.

It

Black English

is acceptable

is part of one's peer group.
Drawing #2 included a woman and a tall

The student dictated to the researcher/presenter,

"My grandmover,
dat."

included a house, sun, and two

she was born around people dat talk

like
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Participants Assessment:

This drawing represents the

relationship between Black English and family ties, history,
pride,

and acceptance within one's family.

Drawing #3:

Drawing #3 included two children.

The

student told the researcher/presenter that one child said,
"You

like me?"

and the other child said,

"I don't

The student told the researcher/presenter,
don't

like you!"

"Dat udah chile

like da way she talk."
Participants Assessment:

can create bonds in children.
separation.

window.

in

language use

Differences can create

Children recognize differences in

Drawing #4:
many windows.

Similarity

language use.

Drawing #4 included a large house with

The faces of people are

located in each

The student dictated to the researcher/presenter,

"They are poor."

The student switched to standard English

when she addressed the researcher/presenter.
Participants Assessment:

Black English speakers may

associate language with self-worth.
The second segment of

"Getting to Know Our Kids"

required participants to listen to a tape recorded interview
conducted by the researcher/presenter
grade student who uses Black English.
the tape recorder,

involving a first
Prior to activating

the participants were provided with

background information on the student provided by the
researcher/presenter.

The background information included:
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He was not prone to talk during classroom discussions,
show and tell,

and other related activities.

However,

he demonstrated no apprehension to talk among his peers
during activities such as gym,
small

art, recess,

lunch, and

group activities when the teacher was not

present.

He would "act out"

time—making noises,

during reading

fidgeting, and pestering other

students.
As the months progressed the researcher/presenter
encouraged the student to become more verbally

involved in

discussions and reading activities through varied
techniques.

The researcher/presenter decided to find out

why the student was selecting different activities in which
to become more or

less verbal.

The following response was

obtained from the student:
When I was in kindergarten my teacher use to make fun
of the way I

talk and den everybody would laugh.

made me feel

stupid so I didn't say nofin.

It

The researcher/presenter notified the teachers that he
was an outstanding student who demonstrated a minimum amount
of difficulty grasping concepts and formulating ideas.
Activity #6--FolIow-up Discussion
Initially, many teachers were silent, shaking their
heads in a manner that demonstrated disbelief.

One teacher

stated that the kindergarten teacher was insensitive and
lacked respect toward the student.

Another teacher
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commented that the teacher probably assumed it would not
effect him so drastically.

Many teachers agreed that the

kindergarten teacher perhaps had no idea how intelligent the
student was because she could not get beyond her dislike
toward his language.

The teacher was probably so turned off

to his language to the point where she turned him off.
Maybe the behavior problems he was demonstrating surfaced
because he was frustrated and angry.
mocking him and then "correcting"

Maybe the teacher was

him as a way of

demonstrating the difference between Black English and
standard English—the student took

it the wrong way.

Act i v i tv »7--gpul Searchina-SessionT-By i.ldlna....th.e .Linguistic,
Self-Esteem of Primary Students Who Use Black English
The purpose of this activity was to elicit

information

from participants regarding how teachers may play a role
breaking down the
speakers.

in

linguistic self-esteem of Black English

Additionally,

teachers were encouraged to think

about teaching behaviors that would maintain and promote
positive
English.

linguistic self-esteem of children who speak Black
Based on previous information gathered and

discussions that took place during the workshop,
participants were asked to formulate a list of

the

ideas.

The participants were divided into groups of three.
They wrote their
their

ideas.

ideas on a worksheet and then verbalized

The researcher/presenter used the information

for discussion purposes.

The participants listed various
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possible causes for

low linguistic self-esteem among Black

English speakers such as non-acceptance of Black English
among teachers,

teachers transmitting negative feelings to

the child about Black English, criticizing or “putting down"
the child's language, correcting the child who has something
valuable to say and teaching styles.

ftgUvUY %9-TFeedfrflgK Evaluation
The workshop session was designed to help the
participants understand that the transmission of negative
teacher attitudes and behavior can be detrimental

to the

linguistic self-esteem of children who use Black English.
Additionally,

the workshop helped the participants

understand the historical

development of Black English,

the

legitimacy of Black English, children's perceptions of their
language and the effects of correcting students to the
standard.
A post-evaluation questionnaire was distributed to
twelve workshop participants.

The statements gathered from

the post-evaluation questionnaire reflected the following:
Eighty-four percent (ten participants) found the workshop
session to be extremely useful; sixteen percent (two
participants) found it to be very useful.

Activities that

they found particularly useful were the effects of
correcting students, children's drawings and the tape
recorded interview with the student,

translating standard

English into Black English, and the role playing activity.
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Individual

comments included:

"The workshop format was presented in a realistic way.
I could relate to what was being said."
"The workshop was excellent!"
"I enjoyed sharing ideas and information with other
teachers."
"This workshop needs to be given to the entire
staff-not just small workshops."
"It would be beneficial

for teachers in the entire

district."
Future topics were suggested by the workshop
participants on the post-evaluation questionnaire.

Some

topics frequently requested included creative techniques and
methods which will
language skills,
teachers.

promote

linguistic security and increase

and sharing instructional

ideas among

An area which prompted the concern of the

researcher/presenter was the

interest emphasized among a few

teachers in regards to teaching standard English to children
who speak Black English.

Pre-Session Preparation for Workshop #2
The researcher/presenter met with the building
principal
workshop.

to review planning procedures for the next
The researcher/presenter organized classroom

coverage for participants, supplied notification to
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participants of the scheduled time and location of the
workshop session, and arranged preparation of refreshments.

Workshop #2

Ulysses Byas Elementary School
June 2,

1989

Angela Dix, Workshop Presenter

Topic—Improving the Language Skills of Primary Students Who
Use Black English Through the Use of Language

Activities
1. Linguistic Environment?
11. Guest Speaker, Yvonne Hall
Topic—Register Switching
111. The Viewing—Improving Language Skills Through the Use
of Language
IV. Discussion of the Viewing
V. Feedback Evaluation

Activity *1—Linguist ic Environment?
The researcher/presenter distributed a worksheet that
contained a short passage and a vocabulary

list section.

Teachers were advised to read the passage silently to
themselves.

Second,

a participant read the passage aloud.

The passage read as follows:
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The rotund and gasconading Mrs. Walker who resides in
an exquisite sylvan location was discovered prostrated
in her bed with a kernal

lodged in her weasand and six

cicades attached to her nightstand.
investigator claims that

it

The police

is a mystery.

The participants demonstrated difficulty

in totally

understanding what was being communicated in the passage.
They took the

initiative to assist each other in uncovering

the definition of words such as gasconading,
prostrated, kernal, weasand and cicadas.

sylvan,

Many participants

reread the passage, hypothesizing the definition of words,
while a few participants gave up.
The researcher/presenter asked the participants if they
were a member of this linguistic environment.
participant responses were no.

All

of the

One teacher commented that

she was not a member of this linguistic environment because
she was not accustomed to the vocabulary.
difficulty finding the meaning of words.
that people who use very
because they
off.

It

One teacher stated

large vocabulary words do it

like to do it.

is intimidating.

She had

Talking that way turns people
Additional

comments included:

is a form of arrogance, a way of showing off and a way of
proving how educated one

is.

One teacher stated that

if

someone speaks differently people tend to form prejudicial
attitudes toward that person.
the setting a person

Three teachers agreed that

is in would inspire the use of

It
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different

language styles or different ways of saying the

same thing.
The majority of teachers agreed that although the
passage demonstrated extensive use of
vocabulary and arrangement of words,
the way they (participants) use
it only means that
discussion,
if

it

language

it does not mean that

language

is different.

in terms of

is of

less value,

Based on the previous

the researcher/presenter asked the participants

it would be appropriate to say that their language style

is no better than the child who uses Black English or
Black English only a diverse
response from teachers.
that

language style.

However,

is

There was no

two novice teachers agreed

if teachers formulate negative opinions about diverse

language styles we may also form negative attitudes towards
the person who uses a diverse style of
after reading the passage.
style of

language,

like we did

We form labels based on our own

language use.

fee tjvjty.es.t ..Speaker« Yvenne Ha) \. TQPiP—Register
Switching
The researcher/presenter offered the participants
background information on the guest speaker, emphasizing her
expertise
a social

in the area of
variation that

linguistics.
is extremely

speech called register switching.
participants with an
child growing up

Yvonne Hall
important

spoke on

in people's

She began supplying

introduction about her experience as a

in Costa Rica, South America.

As a child
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she had the opportunity to attend two schools during the
school
school.

day.

She attended a Spanish school

She emphasized that because she

Hispanic, her parents emphasized the
know English.

and an English

is a Black

importance for her to

During the course of her studies, she not

only acquired the use of

"standard"

English and Castilian

(standard Spanish), she also maintained her home language, a
diverse type of Spanish.

At a young age, she and her family

relocated to an urban Black community

in the United States.

She ultimately acquired the language style of those
community, called Black English.

in her

At a young age, she knew

that she was required to speak Castilian and standard
English

in the classroom.

However, when she was in the

company of friends and family outside the school
environment, she could "switch."
in switching and that

it all

who she was addressing.

She found great pleasure

depended on where she was and

She emphasized that register

switching occurs naturally.
She gave participants the opportunity to listen to one
type of

language variation that exists in Spanish.

The

participants were able to recognize the difference between
the standard or Castilian style and the "non-standard"
style.

Participants agreed that the non-standard variation

was more relaxed, with a different
emphasized that

intonation.

language variation exists in all

Hall
languages

and that all people utilize different ways of saying

basically the same thing.

She closed by noting that

children have the ability to acquire registers (variations
within a language) naturally without having to be taught.
The researcher/presenter posed a question to the
teachers.

The question posed was "Do children who speak

Black English speak Black English the majority of the time
when they are in the classroom?"

Appropriately fifty

percent of the teachers stated that they do.

Others stated

that it depended on the activity that takes place in the
classroom.

The remaining teachers agreed that they were not

sure.
Based on De Stefano/s (1973) research, the researcher/
presenter explained to the participants that Black English
speakers use more standard English than Black English in the
classroom.

According to De Stefano, categorical perception

often takes place among teachers.

De Stefano emphasizes in

her work that categorical perception means if one hears a
certain form or cue in someone's language it is believed
that it is present most of the time when in reality it may
not.
Activity #3—The Viewing--ImprovlDg Language SKI 11s Through
the Use of Language
The viewing consisted of a videotape of the researcher/
presenter and three first grade students.

The participants

in the videotape were engaged in casual conversation and a
creative writing activity.

The videotaping took place in a
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classroom at the Ulysses Byas School.
spoke Black English.

All

three students

The purpose of the viewing was for

teachers to examine how students who use Black English were
capable of utilizing more forms of standard English than
Black English when they were in the classroom environment.
Second, Black English speakers were capable of switching
registers depending on what the social situation called for.
Third, teachers did not need to teach Black English speakers
standard English because standard English was a part of
their linguistic repertoire.

The researcher/presenter

advised teachers to formulate ideas, thoughts, concerns, and
overall

impressions about the activities taking place in the

videotape for later discussion.
Activity #4—Piscusslon of the Viewing
The participants verbalized various observations they
made during the viewing of the videotape.

Observations

included:
"The children were excited about the activity."
"I was so impressed with their creativity."
"I concentrated so much on their extensive use of
language (vocabulary) to the point where I didn't hear Black
English."
"The children were uninhibited.

I enjoyed watching

them write imaginative stories."
"From watching the videotape, they did not use Black
English all of the time."
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"They spoke more standard English than Black English,
although I heard one child say, '1 been knew dat.'"
"It is important to listen to and respect what children
say instead of criticizing or correcting Black English."
"I

like the idea that the teacher (researcher/

presenter)

interjected vocabulary words and sentences

without interrupting, correcting, or criticizing the
chi1dren."
"I didn't see any reason to correct them."
"When the children were involved in conversation with
the teacher, they seemed to model you (researcher/
presenter).

They repeated certain words and sentences that

you (researcher/presenter) used.

They were adopting new

ways of saying things."
"I noticed that when the two boys spoke with one
another they tended to use Black English.
got involved in the conversation,

When the teacher

I rarely heard them speak

Black English."
"I think that teachers tune into Black English and
ignore what is being communicated by the child."

Activity

Feedback Evaluation

The workshop session was designed to help the
participants realize that teachers sometimes use language
egotistically, children naturally switch registers, and
Black English speakers naturally pick up standard English.
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A post-evaluation questionnaire was distributed to 13
workshop participants.

The statements gathered from the

post-evaluation questionnaire reflected the following:
Ninety-two percent (twelve participants) found the workshop
session to be extremely useful; eight percent (one
participant) found it to be very useful.
found particularly useful

Activities they

included the quest speakers

presentation, the videotape, and the discussion following
the videotape.
Individual comments from participants included:
"The workshop presentation was wonderful and it really
made me think."
"I thought the topics covered were great and very
useful."
"I

loved the whole workshop.

It gave me a better

awareness of how to teach language skills without putting
down another language or culture or self-esteem."
"I really enjoyed the discussions that took place
during the workshops—you made us think!"
"We were well

informed."

"I wish we had more time."
"I

learned the importance of acceptance."

"I was inspired."
"The potential

in our students is sometimes probably

over 1ooked."
"That videotape gave me a lot of good ideas."
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"I now have compassion and understanding for children
who speak differently from me."
"I

learned so much about the children we teach."

Future topics were suggested by the workshop
participants on the post-evaluation questionnaire.

Frg-SgsglPH-PrgpflLCfltLoiL-f.Qr Workshop *3
The researcher/presenter met with the building
principal
workshop.

to review planning procedures for the next
The researcher/presenter organized classroom

coverage for participants, supplied notification to
participants of the scheduled time and location of the
workshop session, and arranged preparation of refreshments.

WsrRstlQP JJ.
Ulysses Byas Elementary School
June 9,

1989

Angela Dix, Workshop Presenter

Topic—WLA? (Whole Language Approach) Adapting Reading and
Writing Instructional Approaches for Children Who Use
B1ack English

Activities
1.

Relationship Between Black English and Reading
Instruction
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11. Relationship Between Black English and Writing
Instruction
111. Primary Students Respond to:

How Do You Become A

Better Reader and Writer?
IV. Slide Presentation—Utilizing Whole Language
Approaches
V. Feedback Evaluation

Activity #1—Relationship Between Black English and Reading
Instruction
The purpose of this topic was to inform the
participants of the relationship between Black English and
reading instruction.

The researcher/presenter discussed

research by De Stefano (1973,
(1975), and Goodman (1969)

1978), Pietras (1979), Sims

in order to elicit teacher

responses to the following statements:
1.

Some definitions of reading largely rest on the area
of phoneme-grapheme or sound-symbol correspondences.

2.

Black English speaking students may interject Black
English when reading a standard English passage.

.

3

Employing a different word or phrase does not
necessarily indicate the absence of a concept.
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Participant Responses to Statement #1
"Most primary teachers rely strictly on the phonetic
approach."
"Practically all

curriculum materials focus on

phonetics."
"When teachers say that their students can read,

they

are really saying that their students can decode words."
"There

is so much emphasis on decoding words and not

enough emphasis on comprehension."
"If kids can/t decode, how can they comprehend?"
"Students who aren/t good at phonics are

in my slowest

reading group."
"I don't think
however,

it's wrong to use the phonetic approach,

some students are penalized if they can't make the

sound-letter correspondence."
"Teachers should use many approaches and methods that
will

incorporate reading, writing,

that

interest students."

art,

language,

and things

Participant Responses to Statement #2
Most teachers agreed that they usually required
students to reread the sentence

if Black English has been

interjected in order for students to read it correctly.
Many teachers agreed that they required students to read
exactly what

is on the page out of habit.
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Participant Responses to Statement #3
"If a child uses a different word or phrase to make a
point

it's okay as long as he or she knows the concept."
"Teachers should allow students to be verbally creative

and not

locked into what the teacher believes is right or

wrong."
"If a teacher

isn't sure whether or not the child has

grasped the concept by using a different word or phrase the
teacher should ask the child to explain
"In regards to comprehension,

it further."

teachers should encourage

more creative thinking among their students by allowing
students to be verbally creative."
As a group,

the researcher/presenter suggested that the

participants formulate a list of

ideas that would enhance

the reading skills of children who use Black English.
Suggestions elicited by the participants included the
following:
1.

Do not rely too heavily on one approach.

2.

Incorporate approaches that suit the needs and
differences of students.

3.

Reading should not be an
be

4.

isolated event.

incorporated during the entire school

Do not get

day.

locked into teaching routines—imp 1ement

many creative approaches.
5.

It should

Avoid reliance on basal

readers.
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6.

Re-examine teaching styles in order to accommodate
students.

7.

Discover students'

8.

Don't keep students locked into certain reading
groups.

9.

interest.

Allow students to learn from one another.

Teachers should share successful

techniques and

methods in their classrooms.
10.

Do not underestimate the reading potential

of

students based on the failure of one teaching method.
11.

Concentrate more on comprehension and creative
thinking among students.

Activity #2--Re1 ationship Between Black English and Writing

Instruct ion
This activity aimed for participants to formulate
instructional methods and strategies to follow when Black
English

is interjected in the written work of primary

students.

The researcher/presenter distributed completed

written stories of the three first grade students who were
featured on the videotape during the second workshop
session.

The researcher/presenter requested the assistance

of three volunteers to read each story aloud.

The

researcher/presenter posed a question to the participants.
The question posed was,
English usage

"Do you see evidence of Black

in each story and if so, how would you as a

teacher respond to Black English presented in a student's
written work?"
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The participants agreed that Black English was present
in all

three stories.

However, evidence of Black English

was present primarily

in the spelling of certain words.

teacher commented that based on all
discussed during previous workshops,

the

One

information

criticism and constant

correction may not heighten the writing skills of students.
Two teachers agreed that the approach a teacher uses when
confronted with Black English
depends on the grade

level

in students' written work

of the students.

One teacher

emphasized that the writing skills of her students improved
when she allowed her students the freedom to write
creatively.

Participants agreed that students need more

opportunities to write
poetry.

interest stories.

Journals, and

Participants also agreed that the teaching of

spelling should be emphasized separately from writing
activities in order not to rob students of natural writing
experiences.

Another teacher commented that when students

are requested to read what they have written. Black English
is translated to the standard.

As a result, students will

usually rewrite their sentence.
Novice and a few veteran teachers admitted that
traditionally students are not requested to read their
completed written work aloud.
work

Most of the students' written

is submitted to the teacher, reviewed and corrected by

the teacher.

However, remaining teachers accepted the

method of student self-correction.

The consensus was that
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this method may promote a greater degree of
self-achievement,
writing.

learning,

and encourage a positive attitude toward

Participants agreed that the teacher's role in the

writing process involves allowing students to formulate
rules and writing styles naturally through guided
student-centered creative writing activities.
Activity #3—Primary Students Respond To:

How Do You Become

A Better Reader And Writer?
The researcher/presenter

informally

interviewed 25

first, second, and third grade students who spoke Black
English.

She obtained valuable feedback from students which

included their perception of how they become better readers
and writers (see Appendix D>.
submitted the

The researcher/presenter

information to the participants for discussion

purposes.
Based on the feedback submitted, participants stated
that students' perception of how they

learn best may not

always coincide with activities and strategies designed by
teachers.

Second,

teachers concluded that

strategies should:
of students;
styles;

instructional

Cl) focus on the strengths and interests

(2) vary according to students'

(3) encourage an active

learning

learning environment; and

<4) promote positive self-esteem and an "I Can Do"
among students.

An additional

comment

included,

attitude

"evaluate

teaching styles and attitudes and observe how they affect
students'

learning."
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hoX Lv.lt.v -34--.S.1 lde Presen tatlon--Utl lizing Whole Language
Approaches
The researcher presented a slide presentation of her
students engaged in reading and writing activities.

The

purpose of this activity was to elicit responses from
teachers about their perceptions of whole
approaches.

language

The researcher/presenter described the

classroom activities that took place.
concluded that whole

language approaches are inventive,

creative, exciting, student-centered,
unpredictable,

team-centered,

incorporates all

aspects of

flexible,

and discovery oriented.

The participants agreed

language approach does not

include a set

agenda which focuses primarily on textbook learning.
whole

language approach

methods which
their own

It

language—reading and writing

and conversation—among students.
that the whole

The participants

The

incorporates numerous approaches and

inspire students to take an active role

in

learning.

Activity #5--Feedback Evaluation
The workshop session was designed to allow teachers the
opportunity to formulate teaching strategies and methods
that would enhance the reading and writing skills of Black
English speaking students based on a greater understanding
of the students that they serve,
viewpoints and ideas, personal
self-evaluation.

through the exchange of

classroom experiences, and
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A post-evaluation questionnaire was distributed to 12
workshop participants.

The statements gathered from the

post-evaluation questionnaire reflected the following:
Eighty-four percent

(10 participants) found the workshop

session to be extremely useful; eight percent (one
participant)

found it to be very useful; and eight percent

(one participant) found it somewhat useful.
they found particularly useful

included the discussions,

reviewing students' written work,
student

interviews,

Individual
"I'm sorry

Activities that

information gathered from

and the slide presentation.

comments from the participants included:

it's over."

"I can't wait to try new methods."
"This was a great experience."
"Teachers need to get together more often."
The researcher/presenter distributed a second
questionnaire to all

participants.

The participants

evaluated the quality of the workshop sessions.

Ninety-two

percent of the participants agreed that they were encouraged
to share

ideas and learn from one another.

also agreed that

Participants

it would be advantageous to re-evaluate

their own methods of

instruction,

to share

ideas and

activities with colleagues and utilize the methods that were
discussed during workshop sessions.
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Cone 1usion
The workshop sessions on the facilitation of teachers/
instruction of primary students who use Black English were
concluded with the final workshop presentation on WLA?—
Adapting Reading and Writing Instructional
Children Who Use Black English,
Elementary School

on June 9,

Approaches for

at the Ulysses Byas

1989.

The staff development

project provided new ideas for primary teachers in their
participation

in the educational

equitable and effective
that they serve.
attitudes,

process of providing an

learning climate for the students

Teachers discussed and shared their

teaching behaviors, problems,

and concerns.

They

openly sought and accepted the assistance of fellow peers to
solve their professional
setting that

needs.

Teachers learned that a

is supportive and conducive to addressing their

needs helps them to admit to certain weaknesses of their
professional

preparation

less threatening.

Negative attitudes toward Black English and negative
teaching behaviors toward students who use Black English
exists among novice and veteran primary school

teachers.

The outcome of the workshops demonstrated that teachers were
willing to accept the

ideas presented by the project.

Teachers recognized that the workshops played an important
role

in the extension of

improving the reading and writing

performance and achievement

levels of their students.

CHAPTER V
MAJOR FINDINGS, ASSESSMENTS OF WORKSHOPS AND STAFF
DEVELOPMENT PROCESSES, RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
STAFF DEVELOPMENT, AFTER EFFECTS, FUTURE
IMPLICATIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS

This study

illuminated the design and implementation of

a col 1aborative1y planned school-based staff development
project focusing on the facilitation of teachers'
instruction of primary students who use Black English within
an elementary school

serving African-American students.

The

project applied research findings pertaining to staff
development and its effectiveness in fostering positive and
collaborative relationships among teachers and within the
organizational

system such as the school.

This study examined the changes in the participants'
instructional

practices toward primary students who speak

Black English as a result of three workshops based on the
needs of the primary teaching staff.

This staff development

project demonstrated that teachers voluntarily participated
in workshops based on their active engagement
improvement process,

their

individualized concerns.
gained from the study,

in the

identified needs, and
Based on experiences and knowledge

a large portion of the activities

entailed working with teachers.
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Assessment of Workshops
Workshop assessments plus a summative evaluation
revealed positive responses to implementing new and modified
instructional
English.

practices and a greater tolerance toward Black

In order to assess the effectiveness of the staff

development workshops in this case study, certain research
questions were posed in the opening chapter:
Will

the participants

1.

Agree to attend the workshops on a voluntary basis?

2.

Actually attend the scheduled sessions?

3.

Believe,

that after attending the workshop sessions,

that the

information and activities included in the

individual
4.

Feel

sessions will

be of use to them?

better prepared to teach reading and writing to

students who use Black English?
5.

Implement new and/or modified reading and writing
instructional

approaches?

6.

Develop a greater tolerance toward Black English?

7.

Increase their expectations of the learning potential
of Black English speaking students?

8.

Consciously not correct students speaking Black
English?

9.

Consciously encourage creative writing among
students?

10. Implement whole
instructional

language approaches in their

techniques?
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11.

New instructional

techniques affect classroom

interactions between them and their students?
The answers to these research questions were based on
the outcomes and conclusions drawn from the responses of
volunteer participants to surveys they completed immediately
after,

and ten months following the conclusion of the

staff development sessions.

Participants'

feedback and

input were encouraged during and following the presentation
of each workshop.

The

input was reported in the

post-assessment section following each workshop.
data and feedback will

be covered in this chapter.

Attendance was based on a voluntary basis.
indicator of the

General

It was an

interest that the teachers had in the

particular topic on which the staff development program was
proposed.
Participant attendance was contingent on the following
factors:

(1) the choice of days to conduct the workshop

sessions so that ample classroom coverage could be provided
for the participants; and (2) the time frame for conducting
the workshop sessions.
Results reported in Tables 3-5 were based on
participant's attendance and feedback of the workshops'
usefulness to them during and directly after the workshops
were given.
"buying in"

Staff development concerns about teachers
to the project states that teachers will

if they believe that the workshops are useful

attend

and adaptable
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for teaching needs.

Additional

features associated with

teachers attending workshop sessions included reduction of
isolation and the sharing of

ideas and knowledge among each

other.
Contingent on the outcomes regarding attendance of the
Ulysses Byas classroom teachers at the facilitation of
teachers instruction of primary students speaking Black
English workshop sessions,

it was concluded that (1)

100% of

the classroom teachers were exposed to two of three
workshops; and (2)

the attendance of participants remained

constant.

TABLE 3

Attendance of Ulysses Byas School Classroom Teachers at
Facilitating Teachers' Instruction of Primary Students Who
Use Black English Workshop Sessions

Total
Session

Number of Classroom Teachers—8
Number of Teachers
in Attendance

Percent of Teachers
in Attendance

1

7

87%

2

8

100%

3

8

100%
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Other Participants
The category "other participants"

includes three

reading coordinators, a writing coordinator, and the gifted
science program coordinator from other schools located in
the district.
the school

The purpose for

including other members of

district staff was to expose them to the

information,

activities, and techniques utilized in the

workshops thereby assisting them in planning,

implementing,

and conducting workshop sessions that address the needs of
Black English speaking students and teachers in their school
or particular setting.

The attendance of participants other

than Ulysses Byas classroom staff

is listed in Table 4.

The outcomes regarding attendance of "other
participants"

at the workshops demonstrated that (1) the

attendance of participants remained constant; and (2) there
was representation from other school

sites in the district.

TABLE 4

Attendance of Other Participants at Facilitating Teachers'
Instruction of Primary Students Who Use Black
English Workshop Sessions

Total
Session

Number Invited to Participate—5

Number

in Attendance

Percent

in Attendance

1

5

100%

2

5

100%

3

4

80%
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The third research question pertained to the
usefulness of the data and the activities to the
participants.

Table 5 shows that the majority of the

participants found the
useful

information and activities very

to extremely useful.

The activities and information

generated strong interest among the participants.

The

attendance of participants remained constant.
Perceived Usefulness of

Individual Workshop Sessions

Following each workshop session participants were asked
to complete a formal
they felt the

questionnaire

information and activities included in the

sessions would be to them.
results.

indicating how useful

Table 5 summarizes those

The summarization of the participants' responses

to the usefulness of the
from somewhat useful

information and activities ranged

to extremely useful.

A majority of the

ranking indicated that the usefulness of the workshops'
information and activities fell
extremely useful

into the very useful

to

category.

The feedback relating to the usefulness of the
information and activities included in the sessions
indicated that a significant number of participants believed
that (1) the data and activities would be useful
and (2) all

three sessions seemed useful.

to them,
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TABLE 5

Participants' Ranking of the Usefulness of Information and
Activities Included in the Individual Sessions

Ranking
Session

Number in
Attendance

Minimally
Usefu1
%
#

Somewhat
Usefu1
#
%

Very
Useful
%
#

Extremely
Usefu1
#
%

1

12

0

0

0

0

2

16

10

84

2

13

0

0

0

0

1

8

12

92

3

12

0

0

1

8

1

8

10

84

Teaching Behavior
Results reported in Table 6 through Table 13 reflect a
general

consensus among the participants concerning the

remaining eight research questions and teaching behavior of
participants.
survey.

Feedback was obtained through a formal

The survey distributed to participants is included

in Appendix E.
The fourth research question was "Will participants
feel

better prepared to teach reading and writing to

students who use Black English."

Table 6 is a summary of

those results.
The data reported in Table 6 indicates that the
majority of the participants felt better prepared to teach
reading and writing to students who use Black English.
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TABLE 6

Preparation to Teach Reading and Writing to Students
Who Use Black English

Number of Respondents—11
Rating Categories

Number

Percentage

11

100%

Number of No Responses

0

0%

Remained the Same

0

0%

Number of Yes Responses

The fifth question posed was "Will

participants

implement new and/or modified reading and writing
instructional

approaches?"

Table 7 summarizes the results.

The data reported in Table 7 indicates that a large
majority of the participants have

implemented new and/or

modified reading and writing instructional
attending the workshop sessions.
"Instead of relying on routines,

approaches after

One teacher commented,
I have become more creative

in my teaching—teaching reading has become more attractive
to me and more rewarding for my students."
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TABLE 7

Implementation of New and/or Modified Reading and
Writing Instructional Approaches

Number of Respondents--l1
Number
Number of Yes Responses
Number of No Responses

Percentage

10

91%

1

9%

The sixth research question posed was "Will
participants develop a greater tolerance toward Black
English."
report

Table 8 reports the results.

The summarized

indicated that more than half the number of

respondents stated that they developed a greater tolerance
toward Black English.

Teacher comments included the

following "I am more accepting of Black English because I
have gained more knowledge about
off as much as it did before,

it."

"It doesn't turn me

I'm getting better!"

"I

continue having problems tolerating Black English, but I try
not

letting my students know it."
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TABLE 8

Development of a Greater Tolerance Leve 1
Towar d Black English

Number oi

Respondents--l1

Rating Category

Number

Percentage

More Tolerant

7

64%

No Change

3

27%

1

9%

in Tolerance Level

Already Tolerant

The seventh research question posed was,

"Will

participants increase their expectations of the learning
potential

of Black English speaking students?"

The data

reported in Table 9 demonstrates that a significant number
of the participants increased their expectations of the
learning potential

of Black English speaking students after

attending workshop sessions.

Supporting evidence was given

by a few of the respondents in reply to research question
seven.

Comments submitted by participants included:

"I use

to form negative preconceptions about my kids based of their
language,

now I work with their strengths."

"I discovered a

lot about my students when I became less occupied with my
own stereotypical

views."

"Greater expectations created a

more positive relationship between myself and my students."

Ill

TABLE 9

Increased Expectations of the Learning Potential
B1ack English Speaking Students

of

Number of Respondents—11
Rating Category

Number

Percentage

Number of Yes Responses

9

82%

Number of No Responses

0

0%

Remained the Same

2

18%

The eight research question posed was,

"Will

participants consciously not correct students speaking Black
English?"

Table 10 summarizes the results.

The data in Table 10

indicates that most participants

stated that they have consciously not corrected students
speaking Black English based on the following:

(1) evidence

presented during workshop sessions of the negative effects
of correcting and criticizing Black English speaking
students;

(2) placing greater emphasis on the linguistic

strengths of students;
level

of Black English.

and (3) an

increase

in the tolerance
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TABLE 10

Consciously Not Correcting Students Speaking Black English
Number of Respondents—11
Rating Category

Number

Percentage

Number of Yes Responses

9

82%

Number of No Responses

2

18%

The ninth research question expounded was, "Will
participants consciously encourage creative writing among
students?"

The summarized report in Table 11

indicated

that the majority of respondents stated that they
consciously encouraged more creative writing activities
among students.

TABLE 11

Consciously Encourage More Creative Writing Activities
Among Students
Number of Respondents—11
Rating Category
Number of Yes Responses
Number of No Responses

Number

Percentage

10

91%

1

9%

The tenth research question posed was, "Will
participants implement whole language approaches in their
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instructional

techniques?"

The data reported in Table 12

demonstrates that all participants imp 1emented whole
language approaches in instructional

techniques.

was supported by participants as follows:

Evidence

"I now use whole

language approaches on a daily basis particularly after I
got used to it"; "My students love it — learning has become
fun and creative"; "The whole language approach has become
a comfortable and more natural way for my students to
learn"; "More learning takes place with the whole language
approach"; and "I was hesitant about using the WLA because I
was used to my own methods;
methods.

However,

I was unwilling to change my

I began using the WLA after I had the

Opportunity to observe another teacher using it."

TABLE 12

Implement Whole Language Approaches in Instructional
Techniques
Number of Respondents—11
Rating Category

Number

Percentage

11

100%

0

0%

Number of Yes Responses
Number of No Responses

The eleventh research question was, "Will participants'”
new instructional

techniques affect classroom interactions

between them and their students?"

According to the data
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reported in Table 13, a large segment of the participants
stated that their new instructional
more positive
students.
follows:

techniques have created

interactions between themselves and their

Evidence was supported by participants as
"My students are more relaxed and more verbal";

"They exercise a great deal more creativity";
less frustrated during the

"Students are

learning process"; and "A greater

amount of dialogue takes place between myself and the kids."

TABLE 13

New Instructional Techniques Affect Classroom Interactions
Between Teachers and Students

Number of Respondents—11
Rating Category

Number

Percentage

More Positive Interactions

9

82%

Less Positive Interactions

0

0%

Interactions Remained the Same

2

18%

During the course of the school
workshop sessions,

year following the

the researcher/presenter did not have the

opportunity to observe the teaching techniques/styles and
methods teachers employed in their reading and writing
instruction.

However, approximately one-third of the

participants and the researcher maintained contact
to discuss instructional practices and progress.

in order
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Staff Development Processes
Some principles of effective staff development reported
in the literature were consistent with this study.

For

instance, effective staff development processes and
procedures focus on the needs of

individuals and the school

as an organization.
Concentrating on meeting individual needs this study
originated from the conclusion that most teachers shared
numerous feelings, attitudes, and teaching styles and
concerns in relation to Black English that needed to be
addressed.
additional

Teacher suggestions and input served as an
impetus to teachers attending the workshop

sessions, and voicing their concerns and needs on a
professional and personal

level.

Teachers' uncertainty about how to address the needs of
Black English speaking students is prevalent among many
primary teachers.

However, allowing teachers to examine the

feelings, beliefs, attitudes and the creative work of Black
English speaking children through the utilization of media
in the workshop modules,

increased teacher knowledge and

sensitivity about this particular population of students.
It also enhanced the professional and personal growth of
many workshop participants.
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Recommendations for Staff
Individuals who wish

to

Development

implement workshop sessions

pertaining to facilitating teachers'

instruction of primary

students who use Black English on a voluntary basis should
consider

the

principal

following:

First,

to express support

attendance at
results of

are assured that

the assessment

their

planning the sessions.

Second,

input was valuable and
And,

guest

format

third,

elicit

organization,

speakers,

share

feedback so that

interviews specific concerns,

suggestions for
personnel,

the building

for workshop sessions and

future workshop sessions.

some of

sessions and

encourage

teachers

important

in

from workshop
identified needs,

potential

resource

and scheduling needs.

Maintaining attendance as workshop sessions progress
include
for

the

following steps:

Provide sufficient coverage

teachers wishing to attend the sessions.

teachers well
that

Notify

in advance of planned workshop sessions so

they can prepare

lessons and activities for their

students and the person covering the classroom assignment.
Provide as much of
possible.

a sharing and non-threatening climate as

Use a variety of

activities and methods

to provoke discussions and sharing of

in order

teacher knowledge.

Allow teachers opportunities to voice their opinions and to
submit suggestions and comments.
in

the planning of

Utilize teacher feedback

future workshop sessions.
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Individuals concerned with participants'
the sessions provided them with useful
activities should consider
the

input

and feedback

and

in written

the

following:

First,

form when planning sessions.
and general

utilize

Instead of

suggestions,

on providing teachers with practical

share

information and

that participants provide both orally

emphasizing theoretical

suggestions.

believing that

concentrate

and specific

Provide opportunities for participants to

their own professional

and personal

experiences

in

workshop sessions.
Administrative support proved
A few suggestions for

Meet with

Request

administrative heads
the school

outline and goals.

Show the

to generate

involvement of

others

office administrators,

in

interest

in

in your
principals,

coordinators.

instructions of

should consider

the

curriculum used by

facilitating primary

Black English speaking students

following:

strategies that will

participants

the

to discuss your program

in order

Individuals concerned with
teachers'

of

Involve prospective participants

project such as central
and district

the approval

in carrying out your program.

principal

discussion and activities
your project.

in the project.

implementing staff development

workshops are as follows:
district

important

enhance

Develop methods and

the reading and writing

the participants.

in activities and small

Involve the
projects that are
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designed to meet the

individual

needs of the participants.

Develop activities that would allow participants to become
cognizant of the needs of the target student population.
Encourage participants to share their knowledge,

insights,

and techniques with other colleagues.
Additionally,
English should be
This topic will

topics on teacher attitude toward Black
included in staff development workshops.

provide an opportunity to heighten teacher

awareness of how the transmission of negative teacher
attitudes can

influence and impact upon a student/s reading

and writing performance.
Staff development can be effective
are taken

into consideration.

if certain criteria

The staff development project

must meet the needs of the participants on an individual
basis, as well

as in cooperative group

learning situations.

The participants must view the project as a need that they
can buy

into and support.

The participants should be made

aware of the support demonstrated by administration.

The

workshop setting should be easily accessible to
participants.
A showing of
role

ideas,

needs, and concerns plays a vital

in building a foundation of unity and commonality among

teachers.
provide

Additionally, activities and resources that

individual

personal

and professional

serve to enhance the project.
they have wisely

growth will

Teachers need to feel

invested their time and effort

that

in attending
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workshop sessions that will
students that

benefit

themselves and the

they serve.

After Effects
An outgrowth of
School

the workshop session at Ulysses Byas

led teachers to think about what

and how

it

can be

third grade

incorporated

language

learning

into their classrooms.

is

The

teachers and the district writing coordinator

have created classroom environments that are more
child-centered and comprehension-centered.
shaped by

teachers and students together.

is supportive of
school.

the

creative

ideas

The environment

language skills that students bring to

Additionally,

opportunities to

Curriculum is

students have been allowed greater

incorporate personal

experiences and

into reading and writing activities.

Conclusions
Black English raised an
For example,

important

issue

in Roosevelt.

teachers realized that because Black English

speakers are a minority on Long Island,
prompted to "correct"

away

the natural

African-American students for
subjected to racist

fear

teachers may be
language of many

that students may be

responses from outside

the Roosevelt

community.
Due

to the

staff was not

fact

all

that

Black,

the Ulysses Byas

instructional

Black teachers may have wondered if
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White

teachers harbored some

English and
language.

lingering biases of

its speakers based on
Furthermore,

White

occasions to either comment

ignorance of culture and

teachers may have found few

on or demonstrate any

existing multicultural

appreciation.

among White and Black

teachers about

workshops assisted
cultural
the

and

level,

However,

type of

discussion

Black English during

in providing open communication about

linguistic

issue of

Black

social

issues.

Additionally,

group status and

language

by raising
to a conscious

teachers and administrators may open some discussion

about how to effectively prepare African-American children
for a future

in a multicultural

society which nevertheless

continues to discriminate against African-Americans.
Issues which may not be addressed directly
development

context may be

introducing a piece of
critical

in a staff

indirectly addressed by

the whole.

points to be put on

the

This approach allowed
table and examined without

igniting controversies.
The goal

of

the study was to facilitate teachers/

instruction of primary students who use Black English
through

low-cost staff

development workshops and empowering

teachers by allowing them to become
improvement process.

The study

focused on primary teachers

who serve African-American students.
of primary

involved in the school

The needs and concerns

teachers have been addressed utilizing various

methods and techniques.

Teachers'

needs were addressed by

directly bringing about

an awareness of

English speaking students.

the needs of

This tactic aided

the gap between home and school,
teaching styles and

indirectly and

in bridging

teachers and students,

learning styles.

Teachers have exhibited a willingness to enhance
professional

and personal

growth.

Although

teachers are real

and need to be addressed,

demonstrated that

coupled with

of

they serve.

but who have become
understanding,

methods,
students'

teaching

the needs of
teachers have

impacts on the

is concern about

amount

frustrated due

awareness,

Hopefully,

of
to a

the needs

knowledge and ability
lack of

teacher

and sensitivity.

teachers will

collectively share

ideas,

and techniques while remaining cognizant of
needs.

their

As they address those needs together with

administrative support,
of

There

students who have a great

their

their own needs exists a

genuine concern about how their
students that

Black

teachers can create characteristics

effective schools which

attention to the quality of

include:

the principal's

teacher classroom instruction;

teacher behaviors that convey high expectations of students'
performance;

a pervasive and clearly understood

instructional

focus among teachers;

effective teaching and
achievement
1982).

learning;

a climate that promotes

and a measurement of pupil

as a basis for program evaluation

(Edmonds,
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APPENDIX A
PRIMARY TEACHERS"

ATTITUDES TOWARD BLACK ENGLISH
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PRIMARY TEACHERS"

1.

It

i s slang for
is

2.

It

i s an accent,
is

3.

It

i s an
is

4.

It

is
is

5.

It

is
1 s wrong.

6.

It

is
is

7.

It

is
is a

8.

It

is
i s different

9.

It

is
i s an accummu1 at ion of

10.

It

is
i s more of

11 .

It i s
used when Blacks do not want others to understand what
is going on.

.

\

ATTITUDES TOWARD BLACK ENGLISH

the English
not

a

language.

language.

incorrect use of

standard English.

improper English.

incorrect

grammar.

lazy way of

talking.

from White English.
feelings.

an expression rather than a

language.
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Black children must use proper English that
by the school.

13.

Black English has no place

14.

It is not accepted
tolerated.

is accepted

in school.

in the classroom.

It should not be
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PRIMARY STUDENTS7

1.

People

2.

It

3.

It's funny

.

think you

PERCEPTIONS OF THEIR LANGUAGE

live

in

the woods.

don't make no sense.
in America.

4

People who talk

5.

People

6.

People will

7.

It's a bad thing.

8.

It's a bad

like

"dat"

will

lose

their voices.

think you're a dummy.
think you went

influence.

to the store and got drunk.
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT NEEDS ASSESSMENT SURVEY

Dear
I am in the process of formulating several staff
development workshops as partial fulfillment towards my
doctoral degree at the University of Massachusetts.
The
subject of my doctoral research addresses the Facilitation
of Teachers/ Instruction of Primary Students Who Use Black
English.
Many African-Americans communicate in a distinct and
legitimate language system—usually labeled Black English.
Modern linguists in their study of language use indicate
that Black English is a highly developed linguistic system
with a complex and coherent structure of vocabulary, grammar
and pronunciation.
Children who speak Black English prior
to attending school experience difficulties in the context
of school.
First, many teachers reject Black English usage
as incorrect; and Black children's productive as well as
receptive control of standard English is underestimated.
The construction of staff development workshops will be
designed based upon the needs of participating staff members
as indicated by the results of the following needs
assessment survey.
Thank you for your usual

cooperation and consideration.
Sincerely,

Angela Dix
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Please number, in order of their importance, those topics
that you would like to have included in the staff
development workshops.
_ Adapting reading instructional
who use Black English.

approaches for students

_ Adapting writing instructional
who use Black English.

approaches for students

_ Methods for improving language skills through the use
of language.
_ Building linguistic self-esteem through varied
techniques.
_ Incorporating literature in the
that relates to one's culture.

instructional

program

_ Encouraging creative writing.

Please list topics that you would like to have incorporated
in the staff development workshops that are of interest to
you and would be beneficial to your students' reading and
writing academic achievement.

Please

indicate your workshop scheduling preferences.
Schedule a
_ during school hours

_ a. m.
Monday

_____ p. m.

_ Tuesday
Thursday

_ Wednesday
_ Friday

Schedule B
_ after school
Monday

_ Wednesday

Thursday

_ Friday

APPENDIX D
PRIMARY STUDENTS RESPOND TO:
HOW DO YOU BECOME A BETTER READER AND WRITER?
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PRIMARY STUDENTS RESPOND TO:
HOW DO YOU BECOME A BETTER READER AND WRITER?

Informal

Interviews With Students Who Speak Black English
Number of Primary Participants
First Grade Students
Second Grade Students
Third Grade Students

20
12
5
3

HOW DO YOU BECOME A BETTER READER?
1.

Searching in different books for new words with friends.

2.

Drawing pictures that help me to remember new words.

3.

Making books about new words.

4.

Making my own word list of new words.

5.

Letting my friends read with me
learn to read.

6.

Reading comic books, kids stories, newspapers, wrestling
books, Bible stories, and story books from home.

7.

Experimenting to find out what words mean.

8.

Reading stories everyday with a friend.

9. Using reading games.

in order to help me
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HOW DO YOU BECOME A BETTER WRITER?
1.

Drawing pictures and writing stories about what I see
in the pictures.

2.

Writing stories with the teacher.

3.

Writing stories that

4.

Writing poems, plays, and funny stories with a friend.

5.

Reading something and then writing about

6.

Finding special words then writing a story to fit those
words.

7.

By getting to write all
better.

8.

Writing stories that do not have to have a certain
number of words.

I

like to write about.

the time I

it.

learn to write
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT SURVEY--TEN MONTHS LATER

Dear
I am a student at the University of Massachusetts'
School of Education.
I am in the process of completing my
dissertation.
Your assistance is needed in order to help me
determine your instructional progress with students who use
B1ack English.
My goal is to analyze the information you submit on
the attached survey for presentation in my dissertation.
I
may also use the information for subsequent publications.
However, I wi11 not under any circumstances use your name.
I certainly want to encourage you to complete the
survey.
However, I want you to understand that the
completion of the survey is voluntary.
It was a pleasure working with you during the
workshops.
Thank you for your support and encouragement.
Sincere 1y,

Angela Dix Seals
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FACILITATING TEACHERS' INSTRUCTION OF
PRIMARY STUDENTS WHO USE
BLACK ENGLISH

STAFF DEVELOPMENT SURVEY
ULYSSES BYAS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
APRIL 1990

Do you feel better prepared to teach reading and writing to
students who use Black English?
Yes
No
Remained the Same
COMMENTS:

Have you implemented new and/or modified reading and writing
instructional approaches?
Yes
No
COMMENTS:

To what degree has your tolerance level
changed?

toward Black English

More tolerant
No change in
tolerance level
Already tolerant
COMMENTS:
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Have you
potential

ncreased your expectations of the learning
of B1ack Engl sh speaking students?
Yes
No
Remained the same

COMMENTS:

Have you consciously not corrected students speaking Black
English?

Yes
No
COMMENTS:

Have you consciously encouraged more creative writing
activities among students?
Yes
No
COMMENTS:

Have you implemented whole language approaches in your
instructional techniques?
Yes
No
COMMENTS:
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Have your new instructional techniques affected classroom
interactions between you and your students?
_ more positive
interactions
_ less positive
interactions
_ interactions have
remained the same
COMMENTS:

Please list any additional information that you have
discovered during the school term that would be beneficial
to my project.
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